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The relaxion mechanism & the hier’ problem
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)

(i) Add a scalar (relaxion) Higgs dependent mass:                              .
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(iii)

Introduce a “rolling” potential for the relaxion. 

Add   a “backreacion” moguls (wiggly potential) for the relaxion. 



represents a random walk about zero. In that case the ex-
pected deviation from zero, aN1/2, varies as the square root of
the number of skiers N. Bumps will thus reach the critical
height when N = (h/a)2. If you observe ski slopes, you’ll see
that moguls form quickly; some hundreds of skiers, and fre-
quently fewer, are enough to form them. If we estimate that
N ≈ 100 skiers are enough to generate bumps of the critical
size, then h/a ≈ 10. The critical height, then, is about 10 times
that of the erosion–deposition amplitude, roughly 0.1 m for
hard-packed snow. Once the proto-moguls have formed,
skiers tend to turn on the downhill side. That preference
slowly realigns each bump’s position until moguls have or-
ganized into the classic checkerboard pattern. 

Numerical models can elucidate the cumulative effect of
skiers moving over snow. One model treats skiers as a fluid
moving over sediments; the moguls are analogous to the rip-
ples that form when a river flows over sand. Other models
may be borrowed from studies of sand dunes, washboard
patterns created by cars on dirt roads, or other structures that
make up backward-propagating kinematic waves. A dimen-
sional analysis, however, can answer many questions while
sidestepping more complicated approaches. The mogul-to-
mogul distance l should depend on a typical skier’s turning
radius and speed v, the gravitational acceleration g, and the
angle of the ski slope θ. The slope is dimensionless, and the
turning radius, velocity, and gravitational acceleration are
not independent quantities. Thus two pertinent dimensional
relationships can be deduced, l ∝ r and l ∝ v2/g. The first says,
not surprisingly, that the separation of moguls is propor-
tional to a typical turning radius. The second is similar to an
expression that arises when considering washboard stripes
on dirt roads. It explains why moguls are usually longer at
the end of a series of bumps—skiers tend to move faster as
they approach the groomed terrain at the bottom of a ski run,
where a fall would be less dangerous.

Earn that beer
Moguls migrate uphill only because skiers expend energy

when eroding and transporting snow. How much energy
does it take for skiers to move a mogul? Measurements show
that recreational skiers expend about 20–25 kilocalories 
per minute. Skiers spend roughly 20 seconds of actual time
skiing (as opposed to huffing and puffing) when traversing
a 100-m mogul field such as the one shown in the figure, 
located at Riflesight Notch in Colorado. That means a skier
expends 8 kcal in a run. About 10 skiers go down Riflesight
Notch each hour, and the mogul field is open 50 hours per
week for five months. So there are about 10 000 runs down
Riflesight Notch per season and 80 000 kcal expended. The
field has about 200 moguls; that comes to 400 kcal per mogul
each season. Since moguls move about 10 m uphill over the
course of a season, each one requires 40 kcal/m to move up-
hill. More prosaically, skiers expend half a light beer for
every meter of uphill mogul movement—a lot of work for
not a lot of refreshment.

Turning the above analysis around, observations of
mogul migration yield the amount of time skiers spend actu-
ally skiing and, given a count of the number of individual
skiers, the amount of time and energy a typical skier spends
exercising. In our increasingly obese society, such indirect
measures of physical-activity energy expenditure have be-
come extraordinarily valuable for public health officials.

Additional resources
‣ A. Veicsteinas et al., “Energy Cost of and Energy Sources
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‣ D. A. Lind, S. P. Sanders, The Physics of Skiing: Skiing at the
Triple Point, 2nd ed., Springer, New York (2004).
‣ E. Müller et al., eds., Science and Skiing III, Meyer & Meyer,
Aachen, Germany (2006).
‣ N. Taberlet, S. W. Morris, J. N. McElwaine, “Washboard
Road: The Dynamics of Granular Ripples Formed by Rolling
Wheels,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 068003 (2007). ■
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Form and formation of moguls. 
(a) Moguls on Riflesight Notch at 
Colorado’s Winter Park Resort display a
characteristic checkerboard pattern. 
Downhill is toward the top of the photo-
graph; the mogul field shown here is 
about 100 m long. The uphill side of each
mogul has loose material deposited by
skiers; the downhill side is worn smooth 
by skier erosion. Moguls are separated by
approximately 5.7 m. (b) Moguls migrate
uphill because skiers erode the downhill
side of each bump and deposit snow on
the uphill side of the following bump.

68 November 2009    Physics Today © 2009 American Institute of Physics, S-0031-9228-0911-350-9

Ski moguls form on virtually all ski runs that are not me-
chanically flattened with grooming equipment. Those amaz-
ingly ordered structures are not planned or constructed; they
organize spontaneously as a consequence of skiers turning
and moving snow. Although phenomena that arise from self-
organization are common, the moguls’ high visibility, ubiq-
uity, and regularity make them a particularly surprising and
impressive consequence of such seemingly random actions
as ski turns. Ostensibly, skiers can turn when and where they
please. Moreover, a skier’s turning radius depends on a vari-
ety of factors, including ski length and shape, snow condi-
tions, skier ability, and the details of the skier’s knees and
legs, which act as damped springs with a characteristic fre-
quency. Nevertheless, the independent acts of many skiers
form rows of moguls that not only space themselves in a reg-
ular checkerboard pattern (see panel a of the figure) but also
migrate over time. And, although skiers invariably push
snow down the mountain, the ski moguls move uphill.

Kinematic waves
Skiers navigating a slope with large bumps cannot, in fact,
turn where they please. Those who turn on the uphill side of
a mogul will experience severe knee compression, which can
lead to painful ligament injuries. To control speed, skiers turn
and scrape the snow on the downhill side of the moguls they
encounter. In so doing, they push snow down the mountain
and pile it onto the uphill side of the following mogul. As a
consequence, each mogul loses material on its downhill side
but gains new material on its uphill side, as shown in panel
b of the figure. The net effect is that the moguls migrate up-
hill. Time-lapse videos, available with the online version of
this Quick Study, show the migration speed to be roughly
0.08 m/day.

Moguls are a type of kinematic wave, an entity rather
different from the more commonly studied dynamic wave.
Dynamic waves—ocean waves, for example—are a conse-
quence of Newton’s second law and do not reflect net trans-
port of material; an ocean wave will pass underneath a sta-
tionary swimmer. In contrast, kinematic waves are traveling
quantities or shapes—say, moguls on a ski slope—governed
by mass or other conservation principles. Consider highway
traffic, for example. If a car taps its brakes, then the cars be-
hind bunch up and the density of cars increases. That bunch-
ing travels backward through the traffic, even though the cars
continue to move forward, and so the bunched cars, like
moguls, are said to be backward propagating. The number of

cars is conserved. As the kinematic wave passes through the
conserved material, the density of the cars changes as they
bunch up to avoid a collision. On the ski slope, the amount
of snow is conserved. As moguls pass through the snow, the
thickness of snow changes as skiers continuously sculpt the
landscape.

Making a mogul
Skiers ignore bumps whose height is less than a critical
value h. While skiing down a previously unskied area that
is covered with snow to a uniform depth, they will make 
S-shaped turns that cross over small piles of snow de-
posited by other skiers. The wavelength λ, turning radius
r = λ/4, and phase ϕ of each skier’s path are effectively ran-
dom and independent of the corresponding parameters for
other skiers. But once a pile has reached the critical height,
skiers’ knees will alert them that they need to turn on the
downhill side of the proto-mogul.

In a single turn of diameter 2r, the height of the snow
surface will decrease where the skier erodes snow and will
increase where the skier deposits snow. That cyclic erosion
and deposition can be represented as a sine wave, square
wave, or any other wave with wavelength 2r, half that of the
skier’s path. The waveform’s amplitude a and morphology
depend on the skier’s ability, the length of the skis, and so
forth. Even snow conditions play a role in determining a, but
a typical value is about 1 cm or so for hard-packed snow. A
specific representation for the erosion–deposition wave W at
position x created by a skier n may be given by the sinusoidal
form Wn(x ) = a sin(2πx /2rn + ϕn), with positive W corre -
sponding to deposition. The subscripts are reminders that the
 erosion–deposition wave and its defining parameters can
vary for different skiers; for simplicity, we assume that the
amplitude is the same for all skiers.

Ironically, the randomness of the skiers’ turns guarantees
the orderly development of moguls. Given enough skiers and
random phase shifts and wavelengths, the law of large num-
bers implies that the average value of Wn(x ) will tend to zero
for all x . However, at any specific time and place on the ski
slope, the sum of erosion and deposition is a random accumu-
lation of values between −a and a. Therefore, at some unspec-
ified but definite time, the sum (as opposed to the average) will
deviate far enough from zero that a bump will reach the critical
height. From then on, skiers can no longer ignore it. 

If, for example, the erosion and deposition are approxi-
mated as a square wave rather than a sine wave, then the sum

The surprising
motion of ski moguls 
David B. Bahr, W. Tad Pfeffer, and Raymond C. Browning

Regularly spaced bumps that arise on ski slopes defy intuition by migrating
uphill, even though skiers and snow move downhill.

Dave Bahr is an associate professor of physics and computational science at Regis University in Denver, Colorado. Tad Pfeffer is a profes-
sor of civil, environmental, and architectural engineering at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Ray Browning is an assistant professor
of health and exercise science at Colorado State University in Fort Collins.
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(iv) The moguls height depend on Higgs VEV, they grow till minima is created,  
 which stops the relaxion when                             . ⟨H⟩ ∼ 102 GeV ≪ Λ



Relaxion mechanism (inflation based)
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)
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Coherent relaxion dark matter

Abhishek Banerjee, Hyungjin Kim, and Gilad Perez

Department of Particle Physics and Astrophysics,

Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 7610001

We show that relaxion, that addresses the hierarchy problem, can account for the observed dark

matter (DM) relic density. The setup is similar to the case of axion DM
models topped with

a dynamical misalignment mechanism. After the reheating, when the temperature is well above

the electroweak scale, the backreaction potential disappears and the relaxion is displaced from its

vacuum. When the “wiggles” reappear the relaxion coherently oscillates around its minimum as in

the case of vanilla axion DM
models. We identify the parameter space such that the relaxion is

retrapped leading to the standard cosmology. When the relaxion is lighter than 10 �4
eV, Hubble

friction during radiation-domination is su�ciently strong for retrapping, and even minimal models

are found to be viable. It also leads to a new constraint on relaxion models, as a sizable region of their

parameter space could lead to overabundant relaxion DM. Alternatively, even a larger parameter

space exists when additional friction is obtained by particle production from additional coupling to

an additional dark photon field. The phenomenology of this class of models is quite unique, as it

implies that, on the one hand, we are surrounded by a time-dependent axion-like field, while, on the

other hand, its background behaves as a time-dependent oscillating dilaton/scalar field due to the

relaxion-Higgs mixing.

Introduction. The relaxion mechanism provides an

alternative solution to the Higgs naturalness problem [1].

Within the relaxion framework, the electroweak (EW)

scale is not a fundamental scale of a UV
theory, but

emerges as a result of dynamical evolution of our uni-

verse. The Higgs mass is not a constant but rather a

time dependent function of an axion-like field, the relax-

ion. An example of the potential of relaxion and Higgs

that realizes the relaxion mechanism is [2]

V (H
,�)= (⇤ 2

�
g⇤�)|H

| 2
�

cg⇤ 3
� � ⇤ 4

br
v 2 |H

| 2
cos �

f , (1)

where ⇤ is the cuto↵ scale for the Higgs mass, f is axion

decay constant, c is an order one coe�cient, g ⇠ ⇤ 4
br /f⇤ 3,

and ⇤
br is the scale charactarizing the backreaction po-

tential, with
v being the EW

scale. A close interplay

between relaxion evolution due to the relaxion rolling po-

tential and the backreaction from Higgs-dependent relax-

ion potential allows the relaxion to be stabilized at the

vacuum that provides electroweak scale with UV param-

eters chosen in a technically natural way (for realisation

and further discussions see for instance [1, 3–8]).

In
this paper, we investigate whether the model

presented above can account for the observed dark

matter relic density, in the context of the standard

⇤CDM
cosmology with a high reheating temperature,

electroweak phase transition, and radiation domination

epoch after inflation.
The only non-SM

light degree

of freedom
in a minimal scenario is the relaxion field

itself. It is shown that via a dynamical misalignment

mechanism
the relaxion follows a viable axion-like DM

evolution.
Basic

idea.
Our basic observation is simple as

follows. During inflation, the relaxion scans the elec-

troweak Higgs mass, and settles down at one of its

local minima.
After reheating, the EW

symmetry is

restored and the backreaction potential disappears. As

a result, the relaxion field begins to evolve again, until

the backreaction potential appears at some temperature,

T
ra . Requiring that the relaxion has been trapped in a

close-by minima, the relaxion field is displaced from its

local mininum
with a certain misalignment angle, �

✓.

Consequently, when the Hubble scale drops below
its

mass, it begins to oscillates around the minimum. This

coherently oscillating relaxion field eventually constitutes

the DM
in the present universe. To understand qualita-

tively why such a “relaxion-miracle” can occur, consider

the relaxion matter density during matter radiation

equality in units of the corresponding temperature, T 4
eq :

⇢DM/T 4
eq ⇠

m 2
� f 2

/T
eqT 3

os ⇠
0.1 where we assume for

simplicity �
✓ ⇠ 1, T

os ⇠
v and ⇤

br ⇠ 0.1GeV. We show

below
that a light relaxion can be e�ciently trapped

either via the Hubble friction
during the radiation

domination era, in a truly minimal model, or via particle

production from relaxion coupling to dark photon.

M
inim

al m
odel. A viable DM

model would require

that the relaxion is on the one hand su�ciently displaced

from its minima after reheating (assuming that it is well

above the EW
scale) but on the other hand such that

the relaxion never dominates the energy density of the

universe before the matter-radiation equality, and also

keeps the Higgs mass close to its original value set by

the dynamics during inflation. Before discussing this,

let us consider the dark matter density at the begin-

ning of relaxion oscillation, Y
� (tosc ) =

n
� (tosc )/s(tosc ) '

m
�f 2(�

✓) 2
/2s(tosc ), tosc is the time when the oscillation

begins, and
s(t) is the entropy density. The tempera-

ture of the universe when the relaxion starts to oscillate

is given as
T
os ⇡ min ⇥

T
tr ,

p
m

�M
Pl

⇤
where

T
tr is the

temperature of the universe when the relaxion is trapped

by the backreaction potential, and the second term
in

the squared parenthesis is obtained by 3H(T
os ) =

m
� .

The resulting relic abundance at the present universe is

backreaction 

Relaxion mechanism (inflation based)



Summary relaxion physics

�11

♦ A dynamical solution/amelioration of the Higgs fine-tuning problem. 

♦ Focus shifts from TeV Higgs dynamics to relaxion, 
    which is a weird axion, naturally light & weakly coupled … 

♦ As the minimum of the backreaction potential is not at zero =>
    spontaneous CP violation is induced => QCD CP problem can be    
    solved a la Nelson-Barr (or by giving-up on classical evolution …)

Davidi, Gupta, GP, Redigolo & Shalit; Gupta; Nelson & Prescod-Weinstein (17)

♦ CP violation => relaxion-Higgs mixing => rich pheno’. 
Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta & GP; Choi & Im (16)



Hunting the relaxion & naturalness log-crisis

Frugiuele, Fuchs, GP & Schlaffer (18)
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EP/5th force

1902.02788	+	Budker et.	al.

1807.10842
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θ

Aharony, Akerman, Ozeri, GP, Savoray, Shaniv;
Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)
Antypas, Tretiak, Garcon, Ozeri, GP & Budker,to appear

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Aharony%2C%20Shahaf?recid=1719182&ln=en
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Relaxion/scalar light dark matter
Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)



Concrete ex.: relaxion dark matter (DM)
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Coherent relaxion DM relic density

♦ Basic idea is similar to axion DM (but avoiding missalignment problem):

Now the relaxion not at the min’ and start to oscillates = DM.

2

⌦� = m�Y�s(t0)/⇢crit, which can be written as

⌦�h
2

⇡ 3 ⇥ (�✓)2T=Tos

✓
⇤br

1 GeV

◆4 ✓100 GeV

Tos

◆3

, (2)

where the observed DM abundance is ⌦DMh
2

' 0.12 [9].
Consider the case where the reheating temperature is
above the EW scale or at least above Tra . In order
for it to be retrapped, a source for dissipation must be
present. For this we consider two possibilities; Hubble
friction due to the radiation dominated universe, and
particle production from relaxion coupling to dark pho-
tons. Let us first consider the minimal case where the
relaxion evolution is only regulated via Hubble friction,
�̈ + 3H�̇ + @V (v, �)/@� = 0 . We have assumed that the
relaxion field is homogeneous over the size of observable
universe as a result of inflation, � = �(t). The solu-
tion to the equation of motion in radiation dominated
universe is given as �̇(t) = 2

5g⇤3
t
⇥
1 � (trh/t)5/2

⇤
where

trh is the proper time at the reheating. The kinetic en-
ergy should be smaller than the backreaction potential at
T = Tra, �̇(tra) . ⇤2

br so that the relaxion is trapped by
backreaction potential [10]. In addition, the Higgs mass
change should be smaller than electroweak scale. These
constraints are interpreted as

⇤2
br

f
= m� . 5H(Tra) and

⇤4
br

f
.

p
20⇤vH(Tra) . (3)

The condition on the left is obtained by requiring the
kinetic energy to be smaller than the backreaction po-
tential, while the one on the right is obtained by requir-
ing the Higgs mass change to be smaller than EW scale.
Given ⇤2

br . ⇤v [3] the first condition is always stronger
than the second one. This indicates that if the relaxion
mass is smaller than the Hubble scale at Tra, the relax-
ion evolution after the reheating is under control such
that it can be trapped by the backreaction potential at
T = Ttr = Tra, while it does not change the Higgs mass
very much from the EW scale. The relaxion field excur-
sion (e↵ective misalignment) is given by

�✓ =
��

f
'

1

20


m�

H(Tra)

�2

. (4)

For m� ' H(Tra), we see that the misalignment angle is
�✓ ⇠ 0.1. From Eq. (2), the observed relic abundance
could be achieved for m� ' 10�5 eV and f ' 1014 GeV.
For lighter relaxion mass, m� . H(Tra), the misalign-
ment angle is suppressed, while the relaxion begins to
oscillate later (T 2

os ⇠ m�MPl), and the relic abundance
scales as ⌦�h

2
/ m

9/2
f

2 [11]. Restricting the relaxion
decay constant to be sub-Planckian, we find that the DM
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We finish this part by noting that there is a sizable
region that potentially lead to a relaxion overabundance,

resulting in a new constraint on minimal models:
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Dissipation from dark photons. The main di�-
culty for heavier relaxion, m� & 5Hra, is that the kinetic
energy of relaxion is too large to be trapped by backre-
action potential. We thus below focus on this case, oth-
erwise the results presented above holds. The model’s
parameter space is extended to heavier relaxion mass
once we introduce couplings to new fields. In particu-
lar adding a coupling to dark photons via the operator
(rX/4f)�Xµ⌫

eXµ⌫ , with the dark photon field strength

Xµ⌫ = @µX⌫ � @⌫Xµ, and its dual eX, would lead to a
new source of dissipation (see e.g. [12, 13]). The new
interaction introduces a source term to the equation of
motion for relaxion,

�̈ + 3H�̇ +
@V (v, �)
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providing additional channel for relaxion to dissipate its
kinetic energy. At the same time, nonzero kinetic energy
triggers an exponential production of dark photon. To
illustrate this point, we first expand the dark photon field
in Fourier space,
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and find the equation of motion for dark photon as
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a derivative with respect to the conformal time, d⌧ =
dt/a(t), and ✓ ⌘ �/f . The nonvanishing classical back-
ground, ✓

0
6= 0, leads to exponential production of one

of the helicity modes. Thus, eventually, the source term
in the equation of motion becomes comparable to the
other terms, e↵ectively alleviating the slope of relaxion
potential. As a result, the relaxion field-velocity ap-
proaches an asymptotic value [12], |✓̇X | ⌘ r⇠H, where
the coe�cient r⇠ depends on relaxion parameter only
logarithmically, and numerically takes a value around
⇠ ⌘ r⇠ rX ⇠ O(10) [14]. The time scale that this par-

ticle production kicks in is tpp = H
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Once particle production becomes e�cient, the relaxion
kinetic energy is a decreasing function in time. Thus,
unlike in the minimal case, even if the relaxion kinetic
energy is larger than the barrier size at Tra, the relaxion
would be trapped eventually as the asymptotic velocity,
✓̇X , is decreasing with time.

In order to determine the resulting DM density in the
presence of dark photons, we need to evaluate the time of
trapping, H

�1
tr , and the misalignment angle as a function

of the model parameters. The Hubble parameter, Htr, is
set according to:
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where the observed DM abundance is ⌦DMh
2

' 0.12 [9].
Consider the case where the reheating temperature is
above the EW scale or at least above Tra . In order
for it to be retrapped, a source for dissipation must be
present. For this we consider two possibilities; Hubble
friction due to the radiation dominated universe, and
particle production from relaxion coupling to dark pho-
tons. Let us first consider the minimal case where the
relaxion evolution is only regulated via Hubble friction,
�̈ + 3H�̇ + @V (v, �)/@� = 0 . We have assumed that the
relaxion field is homogeneous over the size of observable
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The condition on the left is obtained by requiring the
kinetic energy to be smaller than the backreaction po-
tential, while the one on the right is obtained by requir-
ing the Higgs mass change to be smaller than EW scale.
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br . ⇤v [3] the first condition is always stronger
than the second one. This indicates that if the relaxion
mass is smaller than the Hubble scale at Tra, the relax-
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For m� ' H(Tra), we see that the misalignment angle is
�✓ ⇠ 0.1. From Eq. (2), the observed relic abundance
could be achieved for m� ' 10�5 eV and f ' 1014 GeV.
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ment angle is suppressed, while the relaxion begins to
oscillate later (T 2
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Once particle production becomes e�cient, the relaxion
kinetic energy is a decreasing function in time. Thus,
unlike in the minimal case, even if the relaxion kinetic
energy is larger than the barrier size at Tra, the relaxion
would be trapped eventually as the asymptotic velocity,
✓̇X , is decreasing with time.

In order to determine the resulting DM density in the
presence of dark photons, we need to evaluate the time of
trapping, H
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of the model parameters. The Hubble parameter, Htr, is
set according to:
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 For mϕ ≳ H(Tra) : ρcos
DM ∼

 For mϕ < H(Tra) : extra suppression is obtained as oscilation starts when H(Tosc) ∼ mϕ .

ρcos
DM ∼ m2Δϕ2Light-coherent DM abundance:



Relaxion dark matter, parameter space

♦ The relaxion oscillates & mixes with the Higgs, 

    therefore all constants of nature + masses vary with time.

Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)

Arvanitaki, Huang & Van Tilburg (15)

δme

me
≲ ye sinϕh

ρDM

me mϕ
sin (mϕt)

Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)

One second
coherent time



(ii) Is the amplitude large enough to probe meaningful models?
    

Two relevant questions

(i) Notice that relevant models have osc. freq. 1 - 1014 Hz.
     Can we probe these?



Figure 3: Preliminary comparison of the sensitivity of various probes of atomic clocks to a relaxion-DM
model which couples to the SM fields only via mixing with the Higgs [92]. On the horizontal axis we shod
the relaxion mass and on the vertical one we show the mixing angle with the Higgs. de stands for the time
dependent component of the fine coupling constant, the bound on dg (the coefficient of the time dependent
component of ↵s, the strong coupling) assumes a working 229Th nuclear clock with a 1 : 1019 precision [99],
⌧int stands for the total assumed integration time and �1 stands for the corresponding stability (see [54]). The
dashed-red line on the diagonal corresponds to the maximal mixing allowed in this scenario (see e.g. [70])
and ⇤br is defined in Eq (2). For brief discussion of dynamic decoupling, as relevant for this proposal, see
discussion in 3.3.

since the relaxion mass is suppressed while the mixing angle remains the same, slightly larger mixing
angle is allowed. Furthermore, the relaxion can interact with SM fermions with a coupling strength
much stronger than relaxion-fermion coupling induced by mixing and even stronger than usual pNGB-
fermion coupling, when additional shift symmetry breaking source is introduced. This in particular
induce a stronger signal for the precision experiments discussed below and allows a deviation from the
"higgs-portal" type of couplings. Finally, in case where the shift breaking sources respect an internal
Z2 symmetry, the leading relaxion coupling to matter could be quadratic as opposed to linear. As
a consequence the 5th-force experiments, that mainly search for static virtual exchange processes of
light scalars, might become significantly less sensitive to our scenario [89], a fact that reinforces the
need for the direct probe of time-dependent backgrounds, the basic thrust of this proposed project.

3.2 Entangled isotope shift, and comments on time dependence

The Ozeri group at the Weizmann Institute has launched a project of precision measurement of the
isotope shifts (ISs) of optical clock transitions in several atomic ion species. As mentioned above and
shown in Fig. 2, the technique used for precision measurements of isotope shifts is the synthesis of
entangled state that evolve at the isotope shift frequency directly; i.e. an isotope-shift atomic clock.
In this project isotope shifts of two different optical clock transition in Yb+ and Ca+ ions will be
measured in order to check the linearity of a King-plot comparison of these transition and search for
possible new light scalar forces [60]. We propose to use similar measurements to search for, or provide
bounds on, possible time variation of the isotope shift (IS) of clock transitions. The entangled system
can provide us with a direct probe of time-dependent-isotope-shift and thus very unique not only in
term of its experimental precision and stability but also due to the fact that it is sensitive to both
standard and non-standard theoretical entities. While it is sensitive to time dependence quark and
electron masses (say when compared to other clocks or cavities as explained above) it is also directly
sensitive to time dependent-mass-shift or field shift. In terms of effective non-relativistic expansion
(see e.g. [100] and Refs. therein) these are given by a different set of operators. Thus, in principle, the
above method lead to a unique sensitivity to an abstract unknown source of new physics in addition
to a more standard variation of masses and other fundamental couplings. With aiming at a precision
of 5 mHz in isotope shift measurements, which translates to a fractional precision of ' 10�11 in the
isotope shift, we will be able to check for drifts in the isotope shift over the course of weeks and
months as compared with a Cs clock provided by GPS. In particular this measurement will be able
to place bound on the change of the ration between the electron and the neutron masses, me/mn, at
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The challenging super-Hz-DM mass

de stands for the time dependent component of the fine coupling constant, the bound on dg (the coefficient of the time dependent component of αs, 
the strong coupling) assumes a working 229Th nuclear clock with a 1 : 1019 precision, τint stands for the total assumed integration time and σ1 stands 
for the corresponding stability. The dashed-red line on the diagonal corresponds to the maximal mixing allowed in this scenario, Λbr corresponds to 
a coupling in the relaxion model.

GP, Redigolo, Safronova, Ubaldi & Zupan, in preparation.  

HCI to optical, τint = 10
6 

s, σ1=10
-16

, ∆ν/ν = 10
-19 

Interesting relaxion 
DM models

Graham, Kaplan, Mardon, Rajendran & Terrano; Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos & Van Tilburg; Van Tilburg, Leefer, Bougas & Budker  (15) 

(de,α ∼ δme, δα / me, α)

Existing clock-tests 
quickly loosing sensitivity.



(ii) Is the amplitude large enough to probe meaningful models?
    

Back to the two questions

(i) Notice that relevant models have osc. freq. 1 - 1014 Hz.
     Can we probe these?

However, gravity can help: dark matter might form “relaxion-
planets” that might be trapped around earth-gravitational field. 

(similar to axion-stars requiring stability and assuming capturing & coherence)
Kimball, et al. (17)

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)

Yes see 2 new exp’ that probe this region.



Method 1: Super Hz DM mass \w dynamical decoupling (DD)

Quantum lock-in force sensing using optical clock Doppler velocimetry
Nature Communications volume 8, Article number: 14157 (2017)

Ravid Shaniv & Roee Ozeri

An efficient method of measuring an oscillating signal by a quantum probe, in the presence of noise, is 
the Quantum lock-in technique. Here, a probe superposition is time modulated by a Hamiltonian term, 
that does not commute with the noise and signal operators. The resulting dynamics decouples the probe 
phase evolution from any frequency component that does not spectrally overlap with the probe 
modulation and enables a significant prolongation of the probe coherence. On the other hand, 
frequency components that match some part of the modulation spectrum yield a phase that 
accumulates as the probe evolves with time. If the desired signal spectrally overlaps with the probe 
modulation, it imprints a coherently accumulated phase signal that can be subsequently measured.
This laser frequency matched the clock dipole-transition 5S1/2→4D5/2 of a single 88Sr+ ion, on which the 
DD sequence was applied. Here, ν = 1013 Hz was chosen. 

Effective 2-state system:



Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w dynamical decoupling (DD)

Aharony, Akerman, Ozeri, GP, Shaniv & Savoray, (ion-cavity comparison) 2019

Figure 1: Current bound on the relative modulation of the transition frequency from a DD experiment,
placed at 95% CL. The dashed line marks the current sensitivity reach, corresponding to scanning over ⌫m.
The inset is a magnified view of m ⇠ 10�8eV.

by about two orders of magnitude. We also note that in the current setup, the signal was encoded in the

coherence of the ion’s superposition, or alternatively the amplitude of the Ramsey fringe [18]. Since both

the signal and the experimental imperfections (e.g. ⇡ pulse fidelity) tend to decrease the fringe amplitude,

the bound would be ultimately limited by the experimental apparatus. However, in the case of large enough

quality factor of the �me and �↵ oscillations, it would be useful to synchronize di↵erent experiment realiza-

tions via an external clock, such that for a specific ⌫m, di↵erent experimental realizations would measure

signal oscillations with a known phase di↵erence [22, 23]. This would allow to infer the signal amplitude

from the final superposition phase, separating it from the coherence of our atom.

Bounds on Light Scalar Dark Matter from DD Experiments Using these results, we obtain upper

limits on the values of g�e and g�� at 95% CL, and present them in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively. The

background DM density is assumed to be ⇢DM = ⇢DM� = 3.1 · 10�6 eV4, which is the local DM density

around the sun [24]. As shown in Eq. 7, the measurement is sensitive to variations in ↵ in the entire range,

but is not sensitive to variations in me at low frequencies. For our analysis, we assumed a sharp transition

between d↵ sensitivity and dme + 2d↵ sensitivity at ⌫ = 50 kHz, namely F (⌫) = ⇥(⌫ � 50 kHz), where ⇥ is

the Heaviside step function. The step frequency ⌫step = 50 kHz is the ratio between the speed of sound in our

cavity spacer v ⇡ 5km
s and the cavity length r ⇡ 0.1 m. The black dashed line is the projected sensitivity for

the proposed method, corresponding to scanning the experimental modulation frequency ⌫m. We compare

our results with the current bounds obtained from experiments testing deviations from gravity (Equivalence

Principle (EP) and fifth force) and Naturalness - both are explained below.

We would like to further interpret our results in accordance to the relaxion [25] model, which was recently

shown to be a viable DM candidate [8]. The interactions of a relaxion DM with the SM fields are mediated

through its mixing with the Higgs, and thus the corresponding couplings are no longer independent. The

4



Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w dynamical decoupling

(c)

Figure 2: Bounds on the parameter space of light scalar DM corresponding to the observed DM density near
the sun. The bounds on the couplings of a generic DM candidates are shown in (a) and (b). The bounds
on the mixing angle of a relaxion DM are presented in (c). Black – current and projected bounds from DD
experiments at 95% CL. Red – Bounds from fifth force experiments [30]. Magenta – EP-tests bounds taken
from [20]. Dash-dotted – Bounds from Naturalness.
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Aharony, Akerman, Ozeri, GP & Shaniv & Savoray, 19 (ion-cavity comparison)

The bounds on the mixing angle of a relaxion DM: Black – current and projected bounds from DD experiments at 95% CL. Red – Bounds from 
fifth force experiments. Magenta – EP-tests bounds. Dash-dotted – Bounds from Naturalness. 



Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w polarization spectroscopy 

Antypas, Tretiak, Garcon, Ozeri, GP & Budker, to appear
3

6S1/2 ! 6P3/2 transition frequency, we employ polariza-
tion spectroscopy in a vapor cell [25] (see fig.1a). The 7
cm long cell is placed inside a 4-layer magnetic shield
and maintained at room temperature. Two counter-
propagating laser beams, termed pump and probe, are
overlapped inside the cell. The circularly polarized
pump induces birefringence in the Cs vapor. Analysis
of the polarization of the linearly polarized probe with
a balanced polarimeter yields a dispersive-shape feature
against laser frequency, for each of the hyperfine com-
ponents of the transition. This feature has a narrow
width, nearly limited by the natural linewidth of the
transition (�/2⇡ ⇡ 5.2 MHz), and serves as a calibrated
frequency discriminator. A typical polarization spec-
troscopy signal is shown in fig. 1b. Fast changes in fat
will appear as amplitude oscillation in the polarimeter
output. The quality factor of this oscillation is related
to the coherence of the field � of eq. (1) and is given by
!/�! ⇡ 6

p
2⇡/e/v2DM ⇡ 9 · 106, where vDM = 10�3 is

the virial velocity of the DM field [26]. Within the 20
kHz-100 MHz band probed in the experiment, the ex-
pected spectral width �!/2⇡ of the oscillation is in the
range 2 mHz - 11 Hz.

To account for the decrease in the atomic response at
frequencies above the transition linewidth, and other re-
sponse non-uniformities in the apparatus, a frequency
calibration is required. This is done by imposing fre-
quency modulation on the laser light with use of an
electro-optic modulator (EOM), and comparing the am-
plitudes of this modulation, as measured with the atoms
and with a Fabry-Perot cavity of known characteristics
that serves as a calibration reference.

During an experiment, the laser frequency is tuned to
excite atoms from the F = 3 hyperfine level of the ground
state to the F 0 = 2 level of the excited state. The output
of the balanced polarimeter is measured with a spectrum
analyzer (Keysight N9320B). To produce a high resolu-
tion noise power spectrum in the 20 kHz-100 MHz range,
measurements in ⇡ 22, 000 frequency windows are re-
quired, each of which consists of 461 bins; a bin is 10 Hz
wide and corresponds to integration time of 5 ms. Ap-
proximately 22 hr is required to acquire such a spectrum.
To ensure long-term frequency stability of the laser, fL is
modulated at 167 Hz with an amplitude of 200 kHz, and
demodulation of the measured probe beam power with
a lock-in amplifier provides an error signal, to which the
laser frequency is stabilized with a bandwidth of 2 Hz,
such that the laser is always on resonance with the atomic
transition.

Data analysis - A set of three high-resolution noise
power spectra in the 20 kHz-100 MHz range were ac-
quired and analyzed to probe fast oscillations in fat. The
mean and variance of each spectrum were computed in
many frequency regions and were found to be consistent
among the three spectra to within 2%. The slope of the
F = 3 ! F 0 = 2 feature in the polarization spectrum of
fig. 1b, that is related to the sensitivity in detecting oscil-
lations in fat, was stable to within 6% during the entire 66
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FIG. 2: Upper bounds on the fractional modulation
�fat/fat, shown at the 95% CL. The reduced sensitivity in
the range 498,330 ± 5 Hz, is due to increased apparatus

noise. At frequencies below 300 kHz the sensitivity is limited
by technical noise of the laser and above 5 MHz by the

decaying response of the atoms (see text).

hr long acquisition run. An average spectrum was com-
puted from the three high-resolution power spectra. A
number of peaks were present in average spectrum whose
power exceeded a global threshold, set to correspond to
5% probability for detection. The origin of these peaks
was investigated by comparing their power with the laser
frequency tuned on- and o↵- the F = 3 ! F 0 = 2 res-
onance, or with use of a second Ti:Sapphire laser and
external-cavity diode laser to acquire data. These lasers
have di↵erent technical noise spectra compared to that of
the primary laser system. All features exceeding the 5%
threshold were traced to either laser technical noise or
rf-pickup in the apparatus, and in the majority of cases
their power was measured accurately and subtracted out,
such that the residual power was bellow the detection
threshold.
No signal of unknown origin with power above the

global 5 % threshold was detected. In its absence, an
upper limit is placed on possible oscillations of the fre-
quency fat, which is presented in fig. 2 at the 95% con-
fidence level (CL).
Constraints on scalar DM couplings - We use the ob-

tained bounds on �fa/fa to constrain the parameters
g� and ge of eqns (2) and (3). With the assumption
that DM-induced oscillations in fa arise solely due to
either the coupling to the photon or to the electron,
we set bounds on the corresponding coupling constants,
and present these in fig. 3a and fig. 3b. In the same
plots, corresponding limits derived from analysis of re-
sults of EP experiments [19], as well as limits derived
from Naturalness are also shown. In the case of the
scalar field �, Naturalness requires that radiative correc-
tions to the mass m�, arising due to its interactions, be
much smaller than the mass it self. In the present work,
where a DM field that has scalar couplings to SM matter
is considered, this requirement leads to the constraints:
|ge| ⌧ 4⇡m�/⇤, |g� | ⌧ 16⇡m�/⇤2 [4, 12].
To obtain the bounds of fig. 3a and 3b, g� and ge were

treated independently. Within the relaxion DM model

Preliminary 

[Same as above 95% CL limit.]

Cs 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition frequency (10 GHz) 

3rd laser harmonics.
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FIG. 3: Constraints on scalar DM parameters at the 95%
CL, obtained with use of the limits on �fat/fat shown in fig.
2. The projected limits shown are for a 103 times tighter
constraints on �fat/fat. The bounds derived from EP

experiments are from [19]. Constraints from the requirement
for Naturalness are explained in the text.

[8], however, this assumption is not valid. These cou-
plings are related; both acquire values dependent on the
relaxion-Higgs mixing, which is parametrized in terms of
a mixing angle ✓. For the range of mass m� probed in
this work (10�10-10�6 eV), the contribution of the re-
laxion coupling to the electron is expected to dominate
the oscillations in fa [8]. One can therefore assume that
�↵/↵ ⇡ �me/me in eq. (2) and employ the defining re-
lation between ge and the mixing angle ✓, to constrain ✓
within the investigated m� region. The parameter ge is
given by [8] :

ge = Ye sin ✓, (5)

where Ye is the Higgs-electron Yukawa coupling. Here
we take Ye = Y SM

e ⇡ 2.9 · 10�6 [27]. We note, however,
that with use of the existing upper bound on Ye instead
(Ye/Y SM

e ⇡ 600 [28]), the resulting constraints would
be more stringent. We show the obtained bounds on
sin ✓ in fig. 3c, along with corresponding bounds placed
from EP experiments, and by the requirement to main-
tain Naturalness. Within the relaxion DM framework,
this requirement results in the constraint sin ✓  m�/v

FIG. 4: Bounds on the parameters g� , ge with consideration
to a relaxion halo gravitationally bound by earth. The DM
density assumed within this scenario is computed in [9].

Projected bounds shown refer to a 103 sensitivity
enhancement, relative to the present results.

[29] where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation
value.
An enhancement in the amplitude of FC oscillations

is expected in the presence of an astronomical-scale DM
object around the earth or in its vicinity. Such an en-
hancement would occur due to an increase in the local
DM density ⇢DM [see eqns (1), (2), (3)]. Searches for
transient variations of ↵ using a network of GPS satellites
[30] and a terrestrial network of remotely located atomic
clocks [? ], have provided constraints on topological de-
fect DM. Here we consider the scenario of an earth-bound
relaxion halo, that is formed due to the gravitational at-
traction of the planet. This possibility is examined in
[9]. We make use of the computed DM density ⇢DM [9]
at the surface of the Earth, to provide more stringent
constraints on the couplings g� and ge than these shown
in fig. 3. These tighter bounds are presented in fig. 4. In
the presence of an earth-bound relaxion-halo, ⇢DM might
exhibit a dramatic increase, expected to be mostly pro-
nounced in the mass range 10�12-10�8 eV. We note that
the corresponding frequency regime 104-108 Hz has been
out of reach for most of the laboratory searches for varia-
tions of FC, which with the exception of the recent work
[22], have been mostly sensitive to frequencies below 1
Hz.

Discussion and outlook - The obtained constraints on
light DM scalar interactions with SM matter extend the
frequency range investigated with atomic probes to the
108 Hz, a regime not previously searched directly. More
stringent bounds on the scalar coupling to the photon and
the electron exist within the 20 kHz-100 MHz range of

Preliminary 



Relaxion’s Earth & Solar halos vs tabletops  
Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)



Searching for a relaxion DM planet around us

Rstar ≈
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(M* ≪ MEarth) .
Assume small DM density & large 
radius => mass-radii relation:

Eby, Leembruggen, Street, Suranyi & Wijewardhana (18);

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)

Can obtain large density enhancement:
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FIG. 3: Projected constraints on ge (left) and g� (right) for a relaxion Solar halo. Experimental sensitivities in

�me/hmei and �↵/↵ are taken to be 10�16, 10�18 (solid and dashed lines, respectively). The gray shaded region is

excluded by fifth-force experiments. The red line is the naturalness limit, where the cuto↵ is taken to be ⇤ = 3TeV,

while the green line is an upper limit on coupling constants which can be obtained from physical relaxion models.

The halo mass is taken as M? = min[(M�/2)(R?/R�)3, (M?)max], as explained in the Supplementary Material S2.

FIG. 4: Projected constraints on ge (left) and g� (right) for a relaxion Earth halo. Experimental sensitivities in

�me/hmei and �↵/↵ are taken to be 10�14, 10�16, 10�18 (solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively). The gray

shaded regions, as well as the red and green lines, are the same as in Fig. 3. The halo mass is taken as

M? = min[(M�/2)(R?/R�)3, (M?)max], as explained in the Supplementary Material S2.

For case (i), we show in Fig. 3 sensitivity curves for (�me/hmei, �↵/↵) = 10�16 (solid lines) and 10�18 (dashed

lines). In addition, the bounds from fifth-force and equivalence-principle tests correspond to the shaded region [47–

50], the red line corresponds to the naturalness limit with a cuto↵ at ⇤ = 3 TeV, and the green line corresponds

to the upper limit on coupling constants which can be achieved in physical relaxion models. Note that the bounds

from equivalence-principle tests are obtained by neglecting the other possible couplings of scalar field to SM particles.

Figure 4 shows the analogous sensitivities in case (ii), with (�me/hmei, �↵/↵) = 10�14 (solid), 10�16 (dashed) and

10�18 (dotted). In the case of a Solar halo, future projections for ge reach the parameter space where the scalar mass

is technically natural, while in the case of an Earth halo, future projections reach not only to the naturalness limit

for ge and g� , but also to the region of physically motivated generic relaxion models [10, 26].
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shaded regions, as well as the red and green lines, are the same as in Fig. 3. The halo mass is taken as

M? = min[(M�/2)(R?/R�)3, (M?)max], as explained in the Supplementary Material S2.

For case (i), we show in Fig. 3 sensitivity curves for (�me/hmei, �↵/↵) = 10�16 (solid lines) and 10�18 (dashed

lines). In addition, the bounds from fifth-force and equivalence-principle tests correspond to the shaded region [47–

50], the red line corresponds to the naturalness limit with a cuto↵ at ⇤ = 3 TeV, and the green line corresponds

to the upper limit on coupling constants which can be achieved in physical relaxion models. Note that the bounds

from equivalence-principle tests are obtained by neglecting the other possible couplings of scalar field to SM particles.

Figure 4 shows the analogous sensitivities in case (ii), with (�me/hmei, �↵/↵) = 10�14 (solid), 10�16 (dashed) and

10�18 (dotted). In the case of a Solar halo, future projections for ge reach the parameter space where the scalar mass

is technically natural, while in the case of an Earth halo, future projections reach not only to the naturalness limit

for ge and g� , but also to the region of physically motivated generic relaxion models [10, 26].

Solar halo: projected constraints on for a relaxion Solar halo. Experimental sensitivities  = 1016, 1018 (solid and dashed lines, respectively). The gray shaded region is excluded by EP. The red line is the 
naturalness limit, cutoff = 3 TeV, green line is an upper limit on coupling constants which can be obtained from physical relaxion models. The halo mass is taken as M? = min[(M/2)(R?/R)3, (M?)max] 

Earth halo: as above sensitivities  = 1014,1016, 1018. 



♦ Null-LHC + new paradigms + incredible sensitivity => new era!

♦ Relaxion-benchmarking allows to compare sensitivities.

Conclusions

♦ Relaxion-DM: dynamic decoupling -> strong bounds but cannot 

compete \w 5th force & can’t probe physical region. 

♦ Relaxion-DM-stars: table-top probe physical region, stronger      

than 5th force & can/should compare \w space.

♦ Interesting implications for ALP searches (GNOME & others).
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Beyond 1Hz DM mass \w polarization spectroscopy 

Antypas, Tretiak, Garcon, Ozeri, GP & Budker, to appear

Cs 6S1/2 → 6P3/2 transition frequency (10 GHz) 

2

work of atomic clocks [18], EP [19], and fifth-force (FF)
experiments [20]. In an ongoing experiment a Sr atomic
clock is used to probe scalar DM couplings at frequencies
up to 10 Hz [21], while in [22], spectroscopy with a single
Sr+ ion was employed to probe the 1 Hz-1 MHz region
(mass range 4 · 10�15�4·10�9eV ).

The most stringent bounds to-date on scalar DM-SM
matter couplings are the result of searches with atomic
probes in the regime below the Hz-level, or tests of grav-
ity in EP and FF apparata. The latter experiments pro-
vide constraints up to a frequency of ⇠ 109 Hz. Here
we present an atomic spectroscopy method for detec-
tion of rapid variations of ↵ and me that extends the
frequency range probed well into the rf-band, up to
100 MHz. The rf-band is already accessible by EP/FF
searches indirectly. Direct probing of fast FC variations
with atoms, however, o↵ers a conceptually di↵erent ap-
proach to studying scalar DM in the particular regime.
As we will see, the rf-frequency regime is especially in-
teresting for searches of FC oscillations associated with
the presence of astronomical-size DM objects.

Our method involves a search for oscillations in the
energy spacing �E between two electronic levels in
atomic 133Cs, the ground state 6s2S1/2 and excited state
6p2P3/2, while the corresponding transition is resonantly
excited with continuous-wave laser light of frequency
fL ⇡ fat, where fat ⌘ �E/2⇡. As this level spacing
is approximately proportional to the Rydberg constant
/ me↵2, our scheme is sensitive to oscillations of me and
↵.

In the presence of a light scalar DM field �, ↵ and me

acquire an oscillatory component, induced by the fluctu-
ations of the field. On time scales shorter than its coher-
ence time, this field oscillates coherently [8] and can be
expressed as:

�(~r, t) ⇡
p
2⇢DM

m�
sin(m�t), (1)

where ⇢DM ⇡ 0.4 GeV/cm3 is the local DM density [23].
The quantities ↵ and me follow the fluctuations of � and
can be written as:

↵(~r, t) = ↵0

⇥
1 + g��(~r, t)

⇤
, (2)

me(~r, t) = me,0

⇥
1 +

ge
me,0

�(~r, t)
⇤
, (3)

where and g� , ge are coupling constants of DM to the
photon and the electron, respectively. These are assumed
independent for a generic DM candidate, but are related
within the relaxion DM scenario [8]. If ↵ andme oscillate,
the fractional change in fat is given by:

�fat
fat

= 2
�↵

↵0
+

�me

me,0
=

⇣
2g� +

ge
me,0

⌘p2⇢DM

m�
. (4)

When atoms are resonantly excited with light of stable
frequency fL (fL ⇡ fat) and in the absence of extrane-
ous noise sources, an observed modulation in the atomic
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FIG. 1: a) Experimental apparatus. (P)BS: (polarizing)
beamsplitter; FP: Fabry-Perot interferometer; EOM:

electro-optic modulator; (B)PD: (balanced) photodetector;
WP: Wollaston prism; PR: partial reflector. �/2: half-wave
plate; �/4: quarter-wave plate. b) Polarization spectroscopy
on the 6S1/2 F = 3 ! 6P3/2 F 0 = 2, 3, 4 transitions. The
pink line indicates the feature employed for frequency
discrimination. Inset shows the hyperfine structure of

ground 6S1/2 state and excited 6P3/2 state.

frequency fat is assumed to arise due to variations of ↵
and me. In the absence of detection of such modulation,
constraints can be placed on g� and ge.
The assumption of stable frequency fL requires some

discussion. The laser frequency in the apparatus is ref-
erenced to the resonance frequency of an internal optical
cavity. If ↵ and me oscillate, so does the cavity length
(since this is a multiple of the Bohr radius 1/↵me), lead-
ing to a modulation in fL. This modulation has a dif-
ferent dependence on �↵/↵0 and �me/me,0 compared to
that of (4) [24]. The experiment is carried out, however,
at frequencies higher than the bandwidth of the laser
stabilization to its cavity (⇡ 5kHz). In the 20 kHz-100
MHz window of our measurements, fL is free of a cavity
length modulation. Our scheme compares the instanta-
neous frequency fat to the time-averaged frequency fL.
Experiment - To search for fast variations in the Cs



Other constraints max’ allowed mass
Aharony, Akerman, Ozeri, GP & Shaniv & Savoray, in prep. (ion-cavity comparison); Banerjee,  Budker, Eby, Kim, GP, in Prep.
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FIG. 2: The upper bound (M?)max on the relaxion halo mass M? as a function of scalar particle mass m�; the

regions above the black lines are excluded by either (right side, assuming an Earth halo) lunar laser ranging [39], or

(left side, assuming a Solar halo) planetary ephemerides [40]. We also require M?  Mext/2 (boundary of gray

shaded region), as explained in the Supplementary Material S2.

V. HUNTING FOR RELAXION HALOS WITH TABLE-TOP EXPERIMENTS

As explained above, the possibility of relaxion halos surrounding the Earth or the Sun may lead to an enhanced

signal in various table-top experiments. Using the maximally allowed relaxion halo mass as an input, and also using

the approximate form of scalar field profile described in Supplementary Material S1, we can compute the oscillation

amplitude and compare it to the corresponding experimental sensitivities. In order to study the present/near-future

sensitivity, we consider the following four cases:

(i) Solar-based relaxion halo which is relevant for m� ⇠ 10�15 eV - bounds on �me/hmei and on �↵/↵ are separately

considered;

(ii) Earth-based relaxion halo which is relevant for m� ⇠ 10�10 eV - bounds on �me/hmei and on �↵/↵ are separately

considered.

For case (i), the best bounds on �me/hmei arise from atomic-clock comparisons between hyperfine and optical

transitions, which have a relative projected accuracy of roughly 1 : 1016 where the hyperfine clock uncertainty is

saturated (see, for example, [41]). As for �↵/↵, di↵erent atomic-clock comparisons [42] as well as measurements

of special “forbidden” transitions in highly charged ions to optical transitions can reach accuracies of roughly 1 :

1018�19 [43, 44].

For case (ii), regarding a light scalar DM field with m� & 10�10 eV, it has been in a blind spot for experimental

measurements of time variations of fundamental constants (see [17] for a recent review). In [21], using dynamical

decoupling with trapped ions resulted in a bound on relaxion masses in the range m� ⇠ 10�11
� 10�10 eV with

accuracy of 1 : 1013�14 for both �me/hmei and �↵/↵ . The bound was obtained via atom-cavity comparison [45],

where for �me/hmei, this method can only be e↵ectively used for frequencies & 10 kHz [20]. These bounds can be

improved by roughly two orders of magnitude and can cover the range up to 10 MHz. A broader range of masses

corresponding to frequencies up to 100 MHz can be covered using conventional Doppler-free techniques such as

polarization spectroscopy, using optical transitions in atoms and molecules contained in vapor cells. Assuming one

year total of interrogation time can e↵ectively bring the sensitivity to roughly 1 : 1018 [46].



Very interesting implications to GNOME
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R
elaxion

D
M

<latexit sha1_base64="zW9UvgXnFdmnyTH3LZ81Cx0KnbI=">AAACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zf9rFrMyRCK3kvgmon1aJNYJEpqMi88aqD8z6YuU+0h7+ltvU/WkXboL/RL2jUt0jtwMDhnHvvHI4bSqHRtr+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3XvUQaQ4lHkgA1V1mQYpfCijQAnVUAHzXAkVt3c19it9UFoE/gMOQ2h4rOOLtuAMjdTMHtQRBqi8+B4kGxiJXt+OmtmcXbAnoIvESUiOJCg1sz/1VsAjD3zkkmldc+wQGzFTKLiEUSZfjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3Ygn8Uc0b5QWbQfKPB/pRM382YiZp/XQc82kx7Cr572x+J9Xi7B93oiFH0YIPp9+1I4kxYCOu6AtoYCjHBrCuBImLOVdphhH09jMpVZfhDpJPZjGNiU585UskvJJ4aLg3J3mipdJW2lySI7IMXHIGSmSG1IiZcLJE3khr+TNerberQ/rczqaspKdfTID6+sX4ByjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zW9UvgXnFdmnyTH3LZ81Cx0KnbI=">AAACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zf9rFrMyRCK3kvgmon1aJNYJEpqMi88aqD8z6YuU+0h7+ltvU/WkXboL/RL2jUt0jtwMDhnHvvHI4bSqHRtr+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3XvUQaQ4lHkgA1V1mQYpfCijQAnVUAHzXAkVt3c19it9UFoE/gMOQ2h4rOOLtuAMjdTMHtQRBqi8+B4kGxiJXt+OmtmcXbAnoIvESUiOJCg1sz/1VsAjD3zkkmldc+wQGzFTKLiEUSZfjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3Ygn8Uc0b5QWbQfKPB/pRM382YiZp/XQc82kx7Cr572x+J9Xi7B93oiFH0YIPp9+1I4kxYCOu6AtoYCjHBrCuBImLOVdphhH09jMpVZfhDpJPZjGNiU585UskvJJ4aLg3J3mipdJW2lySI7IMXHIGSmSG1IiZcLJE3khr+TNerberQ/rczqaspKdfTID6+sX4ByjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zW9UvgXnFdmnyTH3LZ81Cx0KnbI=">AAACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zf9rFrMyRCK3kvgmon1aJNYJEpqMi88aqD8z6YuU+0h7+ltvU/WkXboL/RL2jUt0jtwMDhnHvvHI4bSqHRtr+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3XvUQaQ4lHkgA1V1mQYpfCijQAnVUAHzXAkVt3c19it9UFoE/gMOQ2h4rOOLtuAMjdTMHtQRBqi8+B4kGxiJXt+OmtmcXbAnoIvESUiOJCg1sz/1VsAjD3zkkmldc+wQGzFTKLiEUSZfjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3Ygn8Uc0b5QWbQfKPB/pRM382YiZp/XQc82kx7Cr572x+J9Xi7B93oiFH0YIPp9+1I4kxYCOu6AtoYCjHBrCuBImLOVdphhH09jMpVZfhDpJPZjGNiU585UskvJJ4aLg3J3mipdJW2lySI7IMXHIGSmSG1IiZcLJE3khr+TNerberQ/rczqaspKdfTID6+sX4ByjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zW9UvgXnFdmnyTH3LZ81Cx0KnbI=">AAACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zf9rFrMyRCK3kvgmon1aJNYJEpqMi88aqD8z6YuU+0h7+ltvU/WkXboL/RL2jUt0jtwMDhnHvvHI4bSqHRtr+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3XvUQaQ4lHkgA1V1mQYpfCijQAnVUAHzXAkVt3c19it9UFoE/gMOQ2h4rOOLtuAMjdTMHtQRBqi8+B4kGxiJXt+OmtmcXbAnoIvESUiOJCg1sz/1VsAjD3zkkmldc+wQGzFTKLiEUSZfjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3Ygn8Uc0b5QWbQfKPB/pRM382YiZp/XQc82kx7Cr572x+J9Xi7B93oiFH0YIPp9+1I4kxYCOu6AtoYCjHBrCuBImLOVdphhH09jMpVZfhDpJPZjGNiU585UskvJJ4aLg3J3mipdJW2lySI7IMXHIGSmSG1IiZcLJE3khr+TNerberQ/rczqaspKdfTID6+sX4ByjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zW9UvgXnFdmnyTH3LZ81Cx0KnbI=">AAACHHicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zf9rFrMyRCK3kvgmon1aJNYJEpqMi88aqD8z6YuU+0h7+ltvU/WkXboL/RL2jUt0jtwMDhnHvvHI4bSqHRtr+t1NLyyupaej2zsbm1vZPd3XvUQaQ4lHkgA1V1mQYpfCijQAnVUAHzXAkVt3c19it9UFoE/gMOQ2h4rOOLtuAMjdTMHtQRBqi8+B4kGxiJXt+OmtmcXbAnoIvESUiOJCg1sz/1VsAjD3zkkmldc+wQGzFTKLiEUSZfjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3Ygn8Uc0b5QWbQfKPB/pRM382YiZp/XQc82kx7Cr572x+J9Xi7B93oiFH0YIPp9+1I4kxYCOu6AtoYCjHBrCuBImLOVdphhH09jMpVZfhDpJPZjGNiU585UskvJJ4aLg3J3mipdJW2lySI7IMXHIGSmSG1IiZcLJE3khr+TNerberQ/rczqaspKdfTID6+sX4ByjDQ==</latexit>

T
ra =

10M
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="rNZpVyKCtgSFuYwVuCr9ycrTq6A=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwVJwISURQV0IRTduhApNW2hCmEwm7dDJg5lJsYSCP6Nb/Q9X4krwK/wCp2kWtvXCwJlz7r1z5ngJo0Iaxpe2tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Op7+y0RpxwTC8cs5h0PCcJoRCxJJSOdhBMUeoy0vcHtRG8PCRc0jppylBAnRL2IBhQjqShXP2y6mc1DyNEYXkPTsE/z6z1pjV29YtSMvOAiMAtQAUU1XP3H9mOchiSSmCEhuqaRSCdDXFLMyLhctVNBEoQHqEe6CkYoJMLJ8k+MYVUxPgxirk4kYc6W/0xkKBRiFHqqM0SyL+a1Cfmf1k1lcOlkNEpSSSI8fShIGZQxnCQCfcoJlmykAMKcKrMQ9xFHWKrcZjb5Q5qIwvXj1LYKyZyPZBFYZ7WrmvlwXqnfFGmVwBE4BifABBegDu5AA1gAgyfwAl7Bm/asvWsf2ue0dUkrZg7ATGnfv/xno/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rNZpVyKCtgSFuYwVuCr9ycrTq6A=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwVJwISURQV0IRTduhApNW2hCmEwm7dDJg5lJsYSCP6Nb/Q9X4krwK/wCp2kWtvXCwJlz7r1z5ngJo0Iaxpe2tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Op7+y0RpxwTC8cs5h0PCcJoRCxJJSOdhBMUeoy0vcHtRG8PCRc0jppylBAnRL2IBhQjqShXP2y6mc1DyNEYXkPTsE/z6z1pjV29YtSMvOAiMAtQAUU1XP3H9mOchiSSmCEhuqaRSCdDXFLMyLhctVNBEoQHqEe6CkYoJMLJ8k+MYVUxPgxirk4kYc6W/0xkKBRiFHqqM0SyL+a1Cfmf1k1lcOlkNEpSSSI8fShIGZQxnCQCfcoJlmykAMKcKrMQ9xFHWKrcZjb5Q5qIwvXj1LYKyZyPZBFYZ7WrmvlwXqnfFGmVwBE4BifABBegDu5AA1gAgyfwAl7Bm/asvWsf2ue0dUkrZg7ATGnfv/xno/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rNZpVyKCtgSFuYwVuCr9ycrTq6A=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwVJwISURQV0IRTduhApNW2hCmEwm7dDJg5lJsYSCP6Nb/Q9X4krwK/wCp2kWtvXCwJlz7r1z5ngJo0Iaxpe2tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Op7+y0RpxwTC8cs5h0PCcJoRCxJJSOdhBMUeoy0vcHtRG8PCRc0jppylBAnRL2IBhQjqShXP2y6mc1DyNEYXkPTsE/z6z1pjV29YtSMvOAiMAtQAUU1XP3H9mOchiSSmCEhuqaRSCdDXFLMyLhctVNBEoQHqEe6CkYoJMLJ8k+MYVUxPgxirk4kYc6W/0xkKBRiFHqqM0SyL+a1Cfmf1k1lcOlkNEpSSSI8fShIGZQxnCQCfcoJlmykAMKcKrMQ9xFHWKrcZjb5Q5qIwvXj1LYKyZyPZBFYZ7WrmvlwXqnfFGmVwBE4BifABBegDu5AA1gAgyfwAl7Bm/asvWsf2ue0dUkrZg7ATGnfv/xno/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rNZpVyKCtgSFuYwVuCr9ycrTq6A=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwVJwISURQV0IRTduhApNW2hCmEwm7dDJg5lJsYSCP6Nb/Q9X4krwK/wCp2kWtvXCwJlz7r1z5ngJo0Iaxpe2tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Op7+y0RpxwTC8cs5h0PCcJoRCxJJSOdhBMUeoy0vcHtRG8PCRc0jppylBAnRL2IBhQjqShXP2y6mc1DyNEYXkPTsE/z6z1pjV29YtSMvOAiMAtQAUU1XP3H9mOchiSSmCEhuqaRSCdDXFLMyLhctVNBEoQHqEe6CkYoJMLJ8k+MYVUxPgxirk4kYc6W/0xkKBRiFHqqM0SyL+a1Cfmf1k1lcOlkNEpSSSI8fShIGZQxnCQCfcoJlmykAMKcKrMQ9xFHWKrcZjb5Q5qIwvXj1LYKyZyPZBFYZ7WrmvlwXqnfFGmVwBE4BifABBegDu5AA1gAgyfwAl7Bm/asvWsf2ue0dUkrZg7ATGnfv/xno/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rNZpVyKCtgSFuYwVuCr9ycrTq6A=">AAACInicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwVJwISURQV0IRTduhApNW2hCmEwm7dDJg5lJsYSCP6Nb/Q9X4krwK/wCp2kWtvXCwJlz7r1z5ngJo0Iaxpe2tLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Op7+y0RpxwTC8cs5h0PCcJoRCxJJSOdhBMUeoy0vcHtRG8PCRc0jppylBAnRL2IBhQjqShXP2y6mc1DyNEYXkPTsE/z6z1pjV29YtSMvOAiMAtQAUU1XP3H9mOchiSSmCEhuqaRSCdDXFLMyLhctVNBEoQHqEe6CkYoJMLJ8k+MYVUxPgxirk4kYc6W/0xkKBRiFHqqM0SyL+a1Cfmf1k1lcOlkNEpSSSI8fShIGZQxnCQCfcoJlmykAMKcKrMQ9xFHWKrcZjb5Q5qIwvXj1LYKyZyPZBFYZ7WrmvlwXqnfFGmVwBE4BifABBegDu5AA1gAgyfwAl7Bm/asvWsf2ue0dUkrZg7ATGnfv/xno/g=</latexit>

T
ra =

1G
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="jHRp6l9oEdZszC2+kx7bpeyDQ7I=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBkvBhZREBHUhFF3oskLTFpoQJpNJO3TyYGZSLKH4M7rV/3Al7sS/8AucplnY1gsDZ865986Z4yWMCmkYX9rS8srq2nppo7y5tb2zq+/tt0ScckwsHLOYdzwkCKMRsSSVjHQSTlDoMdL2BrcTvT0kXNA4aspRQpwQ9SIaUIykolz9sOlmNg8hR2N4DU37NL/dkdbY1StGzcgLLgKzABVQVMPVf2w/xmlIIokZEqJrGol0MsQlxYyMy1U7FSRBeIB6pKtghEIinCz/wxhWFePDIObqRBLmbPnPRIZCIUahpzpDJPtiXpuQ/2ndVAaXTkajJJUkwtOHgpRBGcNJINCnnGDJRgogzKkyC3EfcYSlim1mkz+kiShcP05tq5DM+UgWgXVWu6qZD+eV+k2RVgkcgWNwAkxwAergHjSABTB4Ai/gFbxpz9q79qF9TluXtGLmAMyU9v0LeAqjuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHRp6l9oEdZszC2+kx7bpeyDQ7I=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBkvBhZREBHUhFF3oskLTFpoQJpNJO3TyYGZSLKH4M7rV/3Al7sS/8AucplnY1gsDZ865986Z4yWMCmkYX9rS8srq2nppo7y5tb2zq+/tt0ScckwsHLOYdzwkCKMRsSSVjHQSTlDoMdL2BrcTvT0kXNA4aspRQpwQ9SIaUIykolz9sOlmNg8hR2N4DU37NL/dkdbY1StGzcgLLgKzABVQVMPVf2w/xmlIIokZEqJrGol0MsQlxYyMy1U7FSRBeIB6pKtghEIinCz/wxhWFePDIObqRBLmbPnPRIZCIUahpzpDJPtiXpuQ/2ndVAaXTkajJJUkwtOHgpRBGcNJINCnnGDJRgogzKkyC3EfcYSlim1mkz+kiShcP05tq5DM+UgWgXVWu6qZD+eV+k2RVgkcgWNwAkxwAergHjSABTB4Ai/gFbxpz9q79qF9TluXtGLmAMyU9v0LeAqjuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHRp6l9oEdZszC2+kx7bpeyDQ7I=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBkvBhZREBHUhFF3oskLTFpoQJpNJO3TyYGZSLKH4M7rV/3Al7sS/8AucplnY1gsDZ865986Z4yWMCmkYX9rS8srq2nppo7y5tb2zq+/tt0ScckwsHLOYdzwkCKMRsSSVjHQSTlDoMdL2BrcTvT0kXNA4aspRQpwQ9SIaUIykolz9sOlmNg8hR2N4DU37NL/dkdbY1StGzcgLLgKzABVQVMPVf2w/xmlIIokZEqJrGol0MsQlxYyMy1U7FSRBeIB6pKtghEIinCz/wxhWFePDIObqRBLmbPnPRIZCIUahpzpDJPtiXpuQ/2ndVAaXTkajJJUkwtOHgpRBGcNJINCnnGDJRgogzKkyC3EfcYSlim1mkz+kiShcP05tq5DM+UgWgXVWu6qZD+eV+k2RVgkcgWNwAkxwAergHjSABTB4Ai/gFbxpz9q79qF9TluXtGLmAMyU9v0LeAqjuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHRp6l9oEdZszC2+kx7bpeyDQ7I=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBkvBhZREBHUhFF3oskLTFpoQJpNJO3TyYGZSLKH4M7rV/3Al7sS/8AucplnY1gsDZ865986Z4yWMCmkYX9rS8srq2nppo7y5tb2zq+/tt0ScckwsHLOYdzwkCKMRsSSVjHQSTlDoMdL2BrcTvT0kXNA4aspRQpwQ9SIaUIykolz9sOlmNg8hR2N4DU37NL/dkdbY1StGzcgLLgKzABVQVMPVf2w/xmlIIokZEqJrGol0MsQlxYyMy1U7FSRBeIB6pKtghEIinCz/wxhWFePDIObqRBLmbPnPRIZCIUahpzpDJPtiXpuQ/2ndVAaXTkajJJUkwtOHgpRBGcNJINCnnGDJRgogzKkyC3EfcYSlim1mkz+kiShcP05tq5DM+UgWgXVWu6qZD+eV+k2RVgkcgWNwAkxwAergHjSABTB4Ai/gFbxpz9q79qF9TluXtGLmAMyU9v0LeAqjuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jHRp6l9oEdZszC2+kx7bpeyDQ7I=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBkvBhZREBHUhFF3oskLTFpoQJpNJO3TyYGZSLKH4M7rV/3Al7sS/8AucplnY1gsDZ865986Z4yWMCmkYX9rS8srq2nppo7y5tb2zq+/tt0ScckwsHLOYdzwkCKMRsSSVjHQSTlDoMdL2BrcTvT0kXNA4aspRQpwQ9SIaUIykolz9sOlmNg8hR2N4DU37NL/dkdbY1StGzcgLLgKzABVQVMPVf2w/xmlIIokZEqJrGol0MsQlxYyMy1U7FSRBeIB6pKtghEIinCz/wxhWFePDIObqRBLmbPnPRIZCIUahpzpDJPtiXpuQ/2ndVAaXTkajJJUkwtOHgpRBGcNJINCnnGDJRgogzKkyC3EfcYSlim1mkz+kiShcP05tq5DM+UgWgXVWu6qZD+eV+k2RVgkcgWNwAkxwAergHjSABTB4Ai/gFbxpz9q79qF9TluXtGLmAMyU9v0LeAqjuA==</latexit>

T
ra =

100G
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="BJy3FMk5yaXOjnN/alS1f0RQgcY=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4kJKIoC6EogtdVmjaQhPCZDJph04ezEyKJXThz+hW/8OVuHHhT/gFTtMsbOuFgTPn3HvnzPESRoU0jC9tZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd29cPDtsiTjkmFo5ZzLseEoTRiFiSSka6CSco9BjpeMPbqd4ZES5oHLXkOCFOiPoRDShGUlGuXmm5mc1DyNEEXkPTMOzT/H5H2hNXrxp1Iy+4DMwCVEFRTVf/sf0YpyGJJGZIiJ5pJNLJEJcUMzIp1+xUkAThIeqTnoIRColwsvwXE1hTjA+DmKsTSZiz5T8TGQqFGIee6gyRHIhFbUr+p/VSGVw6GY2SVJIIzx4KUgZlDKeRQJ9ygiUbK4Awp8osxAPEEZYquLlN/ogmonD9OLOtQjIXI1kG1ln9qm4+nFcbN0VaJVABx+AEmOACNMA9aAILYPAEXsAreNOetXftQ/ucta5oxcwRmCvt+xdtPaQs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJy3FMk5yaXOjnN/alS1f0RQgcY=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4kJKIoC6EogtdVmjaQhPCZDJph04ezEyKJXThz+hW/8OVuHHhT/gFTtMsbOuFgTPn3HvnzPESRoU0jC9tZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd29cPDtsiTjkmFo5ZzLseEoTRiFiSSka6CSco9BjpeMPbqd4ZES5oHLXkOCFOiPoRDShGUlGuXmm5mc1DyNEEXkPTMOzT/H5H2hNXrxp1Iy+4DMwCVEFRTVf/sf0YpyGJJGZIiJ5pJNLJEJcUMzIp1+xUkAThIeqTnoIRColwsvwXE1hTjA+DmKsTSZiz5T8TGQqFGIee6gyRHIhFbUr+p/VSGVw6GY2SVJIIzx4KUgZlDKeRQJ9ygiUbK4Awp8osxAPEEZYquLlN/ogmonD9OLOtQjIXI1kG1ln9qm4+nFcbN0VaJVABx+AEmOACNMA9aAILYPAEXsAreNOetXftQ/ucta5oxcwRmCvt+xdtPaQs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJy3FMk5yaXOjnN/alS1f0RQgcY=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4kJKIoC6EogtdVmjaQhPCZDJph04ezEyKJXThz+hW/8OVuHHhT/gFTtMsbOuFgTPn3HvnzPESRoU0jC9tZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd29cPDtsiTjkmFo5ZzLseEoTRiFiSSka6CSco9BjpeMPbqd4ZES5oHLXkOCFOiPoRDShGUlGuXmm5mc1DyNEEXkPTMOzT/H5H2hNXrxp1Iy+4DMwCVEFRTVf/sf0YpyGJJGZIiJ5pJNLJEJcUMzIp1+xUkAThIeqTnoIRColwsvwXE1hTjA+DmKsTSZiz5T8TGQqFGIee6gyRHIhFbUr+p/VSGVw6GY2SVJIIzx4KUgZlDKeRQJ9ygiUbK4Awp8osxAPEEZYquLlN/ogmonD9OLOtQjIXI1kG1ln9qm4+nFcbN0VaJVABx+AEmOACNMA9aAILYPAEXsAreNOetXftQ/ucta5oxcwRmCvt+xdtPaQs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJy3FMk5yaXOjnN/alS1f0RQgcY=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4kJKIoC6EogtdVmjaQhPCZDJph04ezEyKJXThz+hW/8OVuHHhT/gFTtMsbOuFgTPn3HvnzPESRoU0jC9tZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd29cPDtsiTjkmFo5ZzLseEoTRiFiSSka6CSco9BjpeMPbqd4ZES5oHLXkOCFOiPoRDShGUlGuXmm5mc1DyNEEXkPTMOzT/H5H2hNXrxp1Iy+4DMwCVEFRTVf/sf0YpyGJJGZIiJ5pJNLJEJcUMzIp1+xUkAThIeqTnoIRColwsvwXE1hTjA+DmKsTSZiz5T8TGQqFGIee6gyRHIhFbUr+p/VSGVw6GY2SVJIIzx4KUgZlDKeRQJ9ygiUbK4Awp8osxAPEEZYquLlN/ogmonD9OLOtQjIXI1kG1ln9qm4+nFcbN0VaJVABx+AEmOACNMA9aAILYPAEXsAreNOetXftQ/ucta5oxcwRmCvt+xdtPaQs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJy3FMk5yaXOjnN/alS1f0RQgcY=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4kJKIoC6EogtdVmjaQhPCZDJph04ezEyKJXThz+hW/8OVuHHhT/gFTtMsbOuFgTPn3HvnzPESRoU0jC9tZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd29cPDtsiTjkmFo5ZzLseEoTRiFiSSka6CSco9BjpeMPbqd4ZES5oHLXkOCFOiPoRDShGUlGuXmm5mc1DyNEEXkPTMOzT/H5H2hNXrxp1Iy+4DMwCVEFRTVf/sf0YpyGJJGZIiJ5pJNLJEJcUMzIp1+xUkAThIeqTnoIRColwsvwXE1hTjA+DmKsTSZiz5T8TGQqFGIee6gyRHIhFbUr+p/VSGVw6GY2SVJIIzx4KUgZlDKeRQJ9ygiUbK4Awp8osxAPEEZYquLlN/ogmonD9OLOtQjIXI1kG1ln9qm4+nFcbN0VaJVABx+AEmOACNMA9aAILYPAEXsAreNOetXftQ/ucta5oxcwRmCvt+xdtPaQs</latexit>

Unstable
<latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="dxyllAK9Sar4N60kvhN7IzuyNdE=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh71sFgKHrQkIqgHoejFYwXTFpoYNtttu3Q3CbsboYRcPPlTPAmKePVHePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8aq6tb2xuWds7TRmnAhMXxywW7RBJwmhEXEUVI+1EEMRDRlrh8Hrstx6IkDSO7tQoIT5H/Yj2KEZKS4G1zwMvGVB4CR37Pjt2cugdwcwTHJJmHlgVu2ZPAOeJU5AKKNAIrC+vG+OUk0hhhqTsOHai/AwJRTEjuVn1UkkShIeoTzqaRogT6WeTN3JY1UoX9mKhK1Jwopq/JjLEpRzxUHdypAZy1huL/3mdVPXO/YxGSapIhKeLeimDKobjTGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6WIgHSCCsdHKmTsGZ/XmeuCe1i5pze1qpXxVxlMEeOACHwAFnoA5uQAO4AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtLVkFDO74A+Mzx83Z5aT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dxyllAK9Sar4N60kvhN7IzuyNdE=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh71sFgKHrQkIqgHoejFYwXTFpoYNtttu3Q3CbsboYRcPPlTPAmKePVHePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8aq6tb2xuWds7TRmnAhMXxywW7RBJwmhEXEUVI+1EEMRDRlrh8Hrstx6IkDSO7tQoIT5H/Yj2KEZKS4G1zwMvGVB4CR37Pjt2cugdwcwTHJJmHlgVu2ZPAOeJU5AKKNAIrC+vG+OUk0hhhqTsOHai/AwJRTEjuVn1UkkShIeoTzqaRogT6WeTN3JY1UoX9mKhK1Jwopq/JjLEpRzxUHdypAZy1huL/3mdVPXO/YxGSapIhKeLeimDKobjTGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6WIgHSCCsdHKmTsGZ/XmeuCe1i5pze1qpXxVxlMEeOACHwAFnoA5uQAO4AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtLVkFDO74A+Mzx83Z5aT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dxyllAK9Sar4N60kvhN7IzuyNdE=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh71sFgKHrQkIqgHoejFYwXTFpoYNtttu3Q3CbsboYRcPPlTPAmKePVHePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8aq6tb2xuWds7TRmnAhMXxywW7RBJwmhEXEUVI+1EEMRDRlrh8Hrstx6IkDSO7tQoIT5H/Yj2KEZKS4G1zwMvGVB4CR37Pjt2cugdwcwTHJJmHlgVu2ZPAOeJU5AKKNAIrC+vG+OUk0hhhqTsOHai/AwJRTEjuVn1UkkShIeoTzqaRogT6WeTN3JY1UoX9mKhK1Jwopq/JjLEpRzxUHdypAZy1huL/3mdVPXO/YxGSapIhKeLeimDKobjTGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6WIgHSCCsdHKmTsGZ/XmeuCe1i5pze1qpXxVxlMEeOACHwAFnoA5uQAO4AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtLVkFDO74A+Mzx83Z5aT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dxyllAK9Sar4N60kvhN7IzuyNdE=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh71sFgKHrQkIqgHoejFYwXTFpoYNtttu3Q3CbsboYRcPPlTPAmKePVHePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8aq6tb2xuWds7TRmnAhMXxywW7RBJwmhEXEUVI+1EEMRDRlrh8Hrstx6IkDSO7tQoIT5H/Yj2KEZKS4G1zwMvGVB4CR37Pjt2cugdwcwTHJJmHlgVu2ZPAOeJU5AKKNAIrC+vG+OUk0hhhqTsOHai/AwJRTEjuVn1UkkShIeoTzqaRogT6WeTN3JY1UoX9mKhK1Jwopq/JjLEpRzxUHdypAZy1huL/3mdVPXO/YxGSapIhKeLeimDKobjTGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6WIgHSCCsdHKmTsGZ/XmeuCe1i5pze1qpXxVxlMEeOACHwAFnoA5uQAO4AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtLVkFDO74A+Mzx83Z5aT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dxyllAK9Sar4N60kvhN7IzuyNdE=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh71sFgKHrQkIqgHoejFYwXTFpoYNtttu3Q3CbsboYRcPPlTPAmKePVHePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8aq6tb2xuWds7TRmnAhMXxywW7RBJwmhEXEUVI+1EEMRDRlrh8Hrstx6IkDSO7tQoIT5H/Yj2KEZKS4G1zwMvGVB4CR37Pjt2cugdwcwTHJJmHlgVu2ZPAOeJU5AKKNAIrC+vG+OUk0hhhqTsOHai/AwJRTEjuVn1UkkShIeoTzqaRogT6WeTN3JY1UoX9mKhK1Jwopq/JjLEpRzxUHdypAZy1huL/3mdVPXO/YxGSapIhKeLeimDKobjTGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6WIgHSCCsdHKmTsGZ/XmeuCe1i5pze1qpXxVxlMEeOACHwAFnoA5uQAO4AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHtLVkFDO74A+Mzx83Z5aT</latexit>
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eV
<latexit sha1_base64="sMgBKhkIIojDlKeS3biJwAO+LFk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUuignorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJWQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefuvNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0Itk1U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sMgBKhkIIojDlKeS3biJwAO+LFk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUuignorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJWQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefuvNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0Itk1U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sMgBKhkIIojDlKeS3biJwAO+LFk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUuignorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJWQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefuvNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0Itk1U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sMgBKhkIIojDlKeS3biJwAO+LFk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUuignorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJWQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefuvNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0Itk1U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sMgBKhkIIojDlKeS3biJwAO+LFk=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUuignorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJWQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefuvNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0Itk1U=</latexit>
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eV
<latexit sha1_base64="DnNwTrH6qH5yIF2UWLdgNt4LWSY=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiinorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJeQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefurNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0VPk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnNwTrH6qH5yIF2UWLdgNt4LWSY=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiinorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJeQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefurNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0VPk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnNwTrH6qH5yIF2UWLdgNt4LWSY=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiinorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJeQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefurNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0VPk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnNwTrH6qH5yIF2UWLdgNt4LWSY=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiinorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJeQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefurNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0VPk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DnNwTrH6qH5yIF2UWLdgNt4LWSY=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiinorevFYwbSFJpbNdtMu3WzC7kYIIfhTPAmKePWPePLfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySMSmXb38bS8srq2nplw9zc2t7Ztfb22zJOBSYujlksugGShFFOXEUVI91EEBQFjHSC8c3E7zwSIWnM71WWED9CQ05DipHSUt+qOvZDfnJeQO8Y5p6IIGkXfatmN+wp4CJxSlIDJVp968sbxDiNCFeYISl7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4TEakp6mHEVE+vn0+gLWtTKAYSx0cQWnqvlrIkeRlFkU6M4IqZGc9ybif14vVeGln1OepIpwPFsUpgyqGE6igAMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+QQFjpwEydgjP/8yJxTxtXDefurNa8LuOogANwCI6AAy5AE9yCFnABBhl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWumSUM1XwB8bnD0VPk1c=</latexit> 10 �

7
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="xq0z24LfQVnttmOkDP8iv9wylyI=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiQvVW9OKxgmkLTSyb7aZdupuE3Y0QQvCneBIU8eof8eS/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gYlcq2v42V1bX1jc3Klrm9s7u3bx0cdmScCkxcHLNY9AIkCaMRcRVVjPQSQRAPGOkGk5up330kQtI4uldZQnyORhENKUZKSwOr6tgP+VmzgN4pzD3BIekUA6tmN+wZ4DJxSlIDJdoD68sbxjjlJFKYISn7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4Qkakb6mEeJE+vns+gLWtTKEYSx0RQrOVPPXRI64lBkPdCdHaiwXvan4n9dPVXjp5zRKUkUiPF8UpgyqGE6jgEMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+RQFjpwEydgrP48zJxzxtXDefuota6LuOogCNwDE6AA5qgBW5BG7gAgww8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvXTHKmSr4A+PzB0hxk1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xq0z24LfQVnttmOkDP8iv9wylyI=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiQvVW9OKxgmkLTSyb7aZdupuE3Y0QQvCneBIU8eof8eS/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gYlcq2v42V1bX1jc3Klrm9s7u3bx0cdmScCkxcHLNY9AIkCaMRcRVVjPQSQRAPGOkGk5up330kQtI4uldZQnyORhENKUZKSwOr6tgP+VmzgN4pzD3BIekUA6tmN+wZ4DJxSlIDJdoD68sbxjjlJFKYISn7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4Qkakb6mEeJE+vns+gLWtTKEYSx0RQrOVPPXRI64lBkPdCdHaiwXvan4n9dPVXjp5zRKUkUiPF8UpgyqGE6jgEMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+RQFjpwEydgrP48zJxzxtXDefuota6LuOogCNwDE6AA5qgBW5BG7gAgww8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvXTHKmSr4A+PzB0hxk1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xq0z24LfQVnttmOkDP8iv9wylyI=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiQvVW9OKxgmkLTSyb7aZdupuE3Y0QQvCneBIU8eof8eS/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gYlcq2v42V1bX1jc3Klrm9s7u3bx0cdmScCkxcHLNY9AIkCaMRcRVVjPQSQRAPGOkGk5up330kQtI4uldZQnyORhENKUZKSwOr6tgP+VmzgN4pzD3BIekUA6tmN+wZ4DJxSlIDJdoD68sbxjjlJFKYISn7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4Qkakb6mEeJE+vns+gLWtTKEYSx0RQrOVPPXRI64lBkPdCdHaiwXvan4n9dPVXjp5zRKUkUiPF8UpgyqGE6jgEMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+RQFjpwEydgrP48zJxzxtXDefuota6LuOogCNwDE6AA5qgBW5BG7gAgww8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvXTHKmSr4A+PzB0hxk1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xq0z24LfQVnttmOkDP8iv9wylyI=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiQvVW9OKxgmkLTSyb7aZdupuE3Y0QQvCneBIU8eof8eS/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gYlcq2v42V1bX1jc3Klrm9s7u3bx0cdmScCkxcHLNY9AIkCaMRcRVVjPQSQRAPGOkGk5up330kQtI4uldZQnyORhENKUZKSwOr6tgP+VmzgN4pzD3BIekUA6tmN+wZ4DJxSlIDJdoD68sbxjjlJFKYISn7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4Qkakb6mEeJE+vns+gLWtTKEYSx0RQrOVPPXRI64lBkPdCdHaiwXvan4n9dPVXjp5zRKUkUiPF8UpgyqGE6jgEMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+RQFjpwEydgrP48zJxzxtXDefuota6LuOogCNwDE6AA5qgBW5BG7gAgww8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvXTHKmSr4A+PzB0hxk1k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xq0z24LfQVnttmOkDP8iv9wylyI=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WeNXtEcvi6XgQUsiQvVW9OKxgmkLTSyb7aZdupuE3Y0QQvCneBIU8eof8eS/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gYlcq2v42V1bX1jc3Klrm9s7u3bx0cdmScCkxcHLNY9AIkCaMRcRVVjPQSQRAPGOkGk5up330kQtI4uldZQnyORhENKUZKSwOr6tgP+VmzgN4pzD3BIekUA6tmN+wZ4DJxSlIDJdoD68sbxjjlJFKYISn7jp0oP0dCUcxIYda9VJIE4Qkakb6mEeJE+vns+gLWtTKEYSx0RQrOVPPXRI64lBkPdCdHaiwXvan4n9dPVXjp5zRKUkUiPF8UpgyqGE6jgEMqCFYs0wRhQfWxEI+RQFjpwEydgrP48zJxzxtXDefuota6LuOogCNwDE6AA5qgBW5BG7gAgww8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFvXTHKmSr4A+PzB0hxk1k=</latexit>

�
=

1/
ye

ar

<latexit sha1_base64="0oOEM284bZPUsukrtSUkwCsYqRA=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt2MFsFVTURQF4LoQpcVrBWaUm4mt3boTBJmJsUSuvZndKv/4Urd+gd+gdM2C18HBg7n3HvncMJUcG08782ZmJyanpmdmy8tLC4tr7ira9c6yRTDGktEom5C0Ch4jDXDjcCbVCHIUGA97J4N/XoPleZJfGX6KTYl3Ma8zRkYK7XczWB0I1cYDWhwDlICPab+bh4oSfsIatByy17FG4H+JX5ByqRAteV+BlHCMomxYQK0bvheapo5KMOZwEFpO8g0psC6cIsNS2OQqJv5KMeAblslou1E2RcbOlJL3zZykFr3ZWgnJZiO/u0Nxf+8Rmbah82cx2lmMGbjj9qZoCahw2JoxBUyI/qWAFPchqWsAwqYsfX9uBT1eKqL1Hfj2LYk/3clf0ltr3JU8S/3yyenRVtzZINskR3ikwNyQi5IldQII/fkkTyRZ+fBeXFenffx6IRT7KyTH3A+vgDLkqeS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0oOEM284bZPUsukrtSUkwCsYqRA=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt2MFsFVTURQF4LoQpcVrBWaUm4mt3boTBJmJsUSuvZndKv/4Urd+gd+gdM2C18HBg7n3HvncMJUcG08782ZmJyanpmdmy8tLC4tr7ira9c6yRTDGktEom5C0Ch4jDXDjcCbVCHIUGA97J4N/XoPleZJfGX6KTYl3Ma8zRkYK7XczWB0I1cYDWhwDlICPab+bh4oSfsIatByy17FG4H+JX5ByqRAteV+BlHCMomxYQK0bvheapo5KMOZwEFpO8g0psC6cIsNS2OQqJv5KMeAblslou1E2RcbOlJL3zZykFr3ZWgnJZiO/u0Nxf+8Rmbah82cx2lmMGbjj9qZoCahw2JoxBUyI/qWAFPchqWsAwqYsfX9uBT1eKqL1Hfj2LYk/3clf0ltr3JU8S/3yyenRVtzZINskR3ikwNyQi5IldQII/fkkTyRZ+fBeXFenffx6IRT7KyTH3A+vgDLkqeS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0oOEM284bZPUsukrtSUkwCsYqRA=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt2MFsFVTURQF4LoQpcVrBWaUm4mt3boTBJmJsUSuvZndKv/4Urd+gd+gdM2C18HBg7n3HvncMJUcG08782ZmJyanpmdmy8tLC4tr7ira9c6yRTDGktEom5C0Ch4jDXDjcCbVCHIUGA97J4N/XoPleZJfGX6KTYl3Ma8zRkYK7XczWB0I1cYDWhwDlICPab+bh4oSfsIatByy17FG4H+JX5ByqRAteV+BlHCMomxYQK0bvheapo5KMOZwEFpO8g0psC6cIsNS2OQqJv5KMeAblslou1E2RcbOlJL3zZykFr3ZWgnJZiO/u0Nxf+8Rmbah82cx2lmMGbjj9qZoCahw2JoxBUyI/qWAFPchqWsAwqYsfX9uBT1eKqL1Hfj2LYk/3clf0ltr3JU8S/3yyenRVtzZINskR3ikwNyQi5IldQII/fkkTyRZ+fBeXFenffx6IRT7KyTH3A+vgDLkqeS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0oOEM284bZPUsukrtSUkwCsYqRA=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt2MFsFVTURQF4LoQpcVrBWaUm4mt3boTBJmJsUSuvZndKv/4Urd+gd+gdM2C18HBg7n3HvncMJUcG08782ZmJyanpmdmy8tLC4tr7ira9c6yRTDGktEom5C0Ch4jDXDjcCbVCHIUGA97J4N/XoPleZJfGX6KTYl3Ma8zRkYK7XczWB0I1cYDWhwDlICPab+bh4oSfsIatByy17FG4H+JX5ByqRAteV+BlHCMomxYQK0bvheapo5KMOZwEFpO8g0psC6cIsNS2OQqJv5KMeAblslou1E2RcbOlJL3zZykFr3ZWgnJZiO/u0Nxf+8Rmbah82cx2lmMGbjj9qZoCahw2JoxBUyI/qWAFPchqWsAwqYsfX9uBT1eKqL1Hfj2LYk/3clf0ltr3JU8S/3yyenRVtzZINskR3ikwNyQi5IldQII/fkkTyRZ+fBeXFenffx6IRT7KyTH3A+vgDLkqeS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0oOEM284bZPUsukrtSUkwCsYqRA=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt2MFsFVTURQF4LoQpcVrBWaUm4mt3boTBJmJsUSuvZndKv/4Urd+gd+gdM2C18HBg7n3HvncMJUcG08782ZmJyanpmdmy8tLC4tr7ira9c6yRTDGktEom5C0Ch4jDXDjcCbVCHIUGA97J4N/XoPleZJfGX6KTYl3Ma8zRkYK7XczWB0I1cYDWhwDlICPab+bh4oSfsIatByy17FG4H+JX5ByqRAteV+BlHCMomxYQK0bvheapo5KMOZwEFpO8g0psC6cIsNS2OQqJv5KMeAblslou1E2RcbOlJL3zZykFr3ZWgnJZiO/u0Nxf+8Rmbah82cx2lmMGbjj9qZoCahw2JoxBUyI/qWAFPchqWsAwqYsfX9uBT1eKqL1Hfj2LYk/3clf0ltr3JU8S/3yyenRVtzZINskR3ikwNyQi5IldQII/fkkTyRZ+fBeXFenffx6IRT7KyTH3A+vgDLkqeS</latexit>

� = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="QZRPuSoJEVLKCIbWlD12qz47rCo=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgZLwVVJRFAXQtGNywrGFtpQJpObduhkEmYmxRL6M7rV/3AlbvsbfoHTNgvbeuDC4dzX4fgJZ0rb9sQqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo2cVp5KCS2Mey5ZPFHAmwNVMc2glEkjkc2j6g/tpvzkEqVgsnvQoAS8iPcFCRok2Urd80pndyHyewhh3AuCa4FvsdMsVu2bPgFeJk5MKytHoln86QUzTCISmnCjVduxEexmRmlEO41K1kypICB2QHrQNFSQC5WWz72NcNUqAw1iaEhrP1NKfjYxESo0i30xGRPfVcm8q/tdrpzq89jImklSDoPNHYcqxjvE0DhwwCVTzkSGESmbMYtonklBtQlu4FAxZonLXL3PbJiRnOZJV4l7UbmrO42WlfpenVUSn6AydIwddoTp6QA3kIorG6A29ow/r1fq0vqzv+WjByneO0QKsyS8KPqOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QZRPuSoJEVLKCIbWlD12qz47rCo=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgZLwVVJRFAXQtGNywrGFtpQJpObduhkEmYmxRL6M7rV/3AlbvsbfoHTNgvbeuDC4dzX4fgJZ0rb9sQqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo2cVp5KCS2Mey5ZPFHAmwNVMc2glEkjkc2j6g/tpvzkEqVgsnvQoAS8iPcFCRok2Urd80pndyHyewhh3AuCa4FvsdMsVu2bPgFeJk5MKytHoln86QUzTCISmnCjVduxEexmRmlEO41K1kypICB2QHrQNFSQC5WWz72NcNUqAw1iaEhrP1NKfjYxESo0i30xGRPfVcm8q/tdrpzq89jImklSDoPNHYcqxjvE0DhwwCVTzkSGESmbMYtonklBtQlu4FAxZonLXL3PbJiRnOZJV4l7UbmrO42WlfpenVUSn6AydIwddoTp6QA3kIorG6A29ow/r1fq0vqzv+WjByneO0QKsyS8KPqOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QZRPuSoJEVLKCIbWlD12qz47rCo=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgZLwVVJRFAXQtGNywrGFtpQJpObduhkEmYmxRL6M7rV/3AlbvsbfoHTNgvbeuDC4dzX4fgJZ0rb9sQqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo2cVp5KCS2Mey5ZPFHAmwNVMc2glEkjkc2j6g/tpvzkEqVgsnvQoAS8iPcFCRok2Urd80pndyHyewhh3AuCa4FvsdMsVu2bPgFeJk5MKytHoln86QUzTCISmnCjVduxEexmRmlEO41K1kypICB2QHrQNFSQC5WWz72NcNUqAw1iaEhrP1NKfjYxESo0i30xGRPfVcm8q/tdrpzq89jImklSDoPNHYcqxjvE0DhwwCVTzkSGESmbMYtonklBtQlu4FAxZonLXL3PbJiRnOZJV4l7UbmrO42WlfpenVUSn6AydIwddoTp6QA3kIorG6A29ow/r1fq0vqzv+WjByneO0QKsyS8KPqOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QZRPuSoJEVLKCIbWlD12qz47rCo=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgZLwVVJRFAXQtGNywrGFtpQJpObduhkEmYmxRL6M7rV/3AlbvsbfoHTNgvbeuDC4dzX4fgJZ0rb9sQqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo2cVp5KCS2Mey5ZPFHAmwNVMc2glEkjkc2j6g/tpvzkEqVgsnvQoAS8iPcFCRok2Urd80pndyHyewhh3AuCa4FvsdMsVu2bPgFeJk5MKytHoln86QUzTCISmnCjVduxEexmRmlEO41K1kypICB2QHrQNFSQC5WWz72NcNUqAw1iaEhrP1NKfjYxESo0i30xGRPfVcm8q/tdrpzq89jImklSDoPNHYcqxjvE0DhwwCVTzkSGESmbMYtonklBtQlu4FAxZonLXL3PbJiRnOZJV4l7UbmrO42WlfpenVUSn6AydIwddoTp6QA3kIorG6A29ow/r1fq0vqzv+WjByneO0QKsyS8KPqOP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QZRPuSoJEVLKCIbWlD12qz47rCo=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqgsXbgZLwVVJRFAXQtGNywrGFtpQJpObduhkEmYmxRL6M7rV/3AlbvsbfoHTNgvbeuDC4dzX4fgJZ0rb9sQqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo2cVp5KCS2Mey5ZPFHAmwNVMc2glEkjkc2j6g/tpvzkEqVgsnvQoAS8iPcFCRok2Urd80pndyHyewhh3AuCa4FvsdMsVu2bPgFeJk5MKytHoln86QUzTCISmnCjVduxEexmRmlEO41K1kypICB2QHrQNFSQC5WWz72NcNUqAw1iaEhrP1NKfjYxESo0i30xGRPfVcm8q/tdrpzq89jImklSDoPNHYcqxjvE0DhwwCVTzkSGESmbMYtonklBtQlu4FAxZonLXL3PbJiRnOZJV4l7UbmrO42WlfpenVUSn6AydIwddoTp6QA3kIorG6A29ow/r1fq0vqzv+WjByneO0QKsyS8KPqOP</latexit>

� =
10

3

<latexit sha1_base64="n9z+UbaCZ5SMwP1W/6QkNJBvcpM=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KokK6kIounFZwdhCG8tkctsOnTyYmRRL6MKf0a3+hytx48Kf8AucplnY1gMDh3PuvXM4XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t7+vYwSQcGhEY9E0yMSOAvBUUxxaMYCSOBxaHiD64nfGIKQLArv1CgGNyC9kHUZJUpLHbPUzm6kHk9gjHHbB67IJca29XDSMctW1cqAF4mdkzLKUe+YP20/okkAoaKcSNmyrVi5KRGKUQ7jYqWdSIgJHZAetDQNSQDSTbMEY1zRio+7kdAvVDhTi382UhJIOQo8PRkQ1Zfz3kT8z2slqnvupiyMEwUhnX7UTThWEZ5Ugn0mgCo+0oRQwXRYTPtEEKp0cTOX/CGLZZ76cRpbl2TPV7JInOPqRdW+PS3XrvK2CqiEDtERstEZqqEbVEcOougJvaBX9GY8G+/Gh/E5HV0y8p0DNAPj+xcwhqSY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9z+UbaCZ5SMwP1W/6QkNJBvcpM=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KokK6kIounFZwdhCG8tkctsOnTyYmRRL6MKf0a3+hytx48Kf8AucplnY1gMDh3PuvXM4XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t7+vYwSQcGhEY9E0yMSOAvBUUxxaMYCSOBxaHiD64nfGIKQLArv1CgGNyC9kHUZJUpLHbPUzm6kHk9gjHHbB67IJca29XDSMctW1cqAF4mdkzLKUe+YP20/okkAoaKcSNmyrVi5KRGKUQ7jYqWdSIgJHZAetDQNSQDSTbMEY1zRio+7kdAvVDhTi382UhJIOQo8PRkQ1Zfz3kT8z2slqnvupiyMEwUhnX7UTThWEZ5Ugn0mgCo+0oRQwXRYTPtEEKp0cTOX/CGLZZ76cRpbl2TPV7JInOPqRdW+PS3XrvK2CqiEDtERstEZqqEbVEcOougJvaBX9GY8G+/Gh/E5HV0y8p0DNAPj+xcwhqSY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9z+UbaCZ5SMwP1W/6QkNJBvcpM=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KokK6kIounFZwdhCG8tkctsOnTyYmRRL6MKf0a3+hytx48Kf8AucplnY1gMDh3PuvXM4XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t7+vYwSQcGhEY9E0yMSOAvBUUxxaMYCSOBxaHiD64nfGIKQLArv1CgGNyC9kHUZJUpLHbPUzm6kHk9gjHHbB67IJca29XDSMctW1cqAF4mdkzLKUe+YP20/okkAoaKcSNmyrVi5KRGKUQ7jYqWdSIgJHZAetDQNSQDSTbMEY1zRio+7kdAvVDhTi382UhJIOQo8PRkQ1Zfz3kT8z2slqnvupiyMEwUhnX7UTThWEZ5Ugn0mgCo+0oRQwXRYTPtEEKp0cTOX/CGLZZ76cRpbl2TPV7JInOPqRdW+PS3XrvK2CqiEDtERstEZqqEbVEcOougJvaBX9GY8G+/Gh/E5HV0y8p0DNAPj+xcwhqSY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9z+UbaCZ5SMwP1W/6QkNJBvcpM=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KokK6kIounFZwdhCG8tkctsOnTyYmRRL6MKf0a3+hytx48Kf8AucplnY1gMDh3PuvXM4XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t7+vYwSQcGhEY9E0yMSOAvBUUxxaMYCSOBxaHiD64nfGIKQLArv1CgGNyC9kHUZJUpLHbPUzm6kHk9gjHHbB67IJca29XDSMctW1cqAF4mdkzLKUe+YP20/okkAoaKcSNmyrVi5KRGKUQ7jYqWdSIgJHZAetDQNSQDSTbMEY1zRio+7kdAvVDhTi382UhJIOQo8PRkQ1Zfz3kT8z2slqnvupiyMEwUhnX7UTThWEZ5Ugn0mgCo+0oRQwXRYTPtEEKp0cTOX/CGLZZ76cRpbl2TPV7JInOPqRdW+PS3XrvK2CqiEDtERstEZqqEbVEcOougJvaBX9GY8G+/Gh/E5HV0y8p0DNAPj+xcwhqSY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n9z+UbaCZ5SMwP1W/6QkNJBvcpM=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KokK6kIounFZwdhCG8tkctsOnTyYmRRL6MKf0a3+hytx48Kf8AucplnY1gMDh3PuvXM4XsyZVJb1ZSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t7+vYwSQcGhEY9E0yMSOAvBUUxxaMYCSOBxaHiD64nfGIKQLArv1CgGNyC9kHUZJUpLHbPUzm6kHk9gjHHbB67IJca29XDSMctW1cqAF4mdkzLKUe+YP20/okkAoaKcSNmyrVi5KRGKUQ7jYqWdSIgJHZAetDQNSQDSTbMEY1zRio+7kdAvVDhTi382UhJIOQo8PRkQ1Zfz3kT8z2slqnvupiyMEwUhnX7UTThWEZ5Ugn0mgCo+0oRQwXRYTPtEEKp0cTOX/CGLZZ76cRpbl2TPV7JInOPqRdW+PS3XrvK2CqiEDtERstEZqqEbVEcOougJvaBX9GY8G+/Gh/E5HV0y8p0DNAPj+xcwhqSY</latexit>

� =
10
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<latexit sha1_base64="g06axIsMFu6izEkIx9hmTf0sWJo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KomIj4VQdOOygrGFNpbJ5LYdOnkwMymW0IU/o1v9D1fixoU/4Rc4TbOwrQcGDufce+dwvJgzqSzry1haXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2zb39exklgoJDIx6JpkckcBaCo5ji0IwFkMDj0PAG1xO/MQQhWRTeqVEMbkB6IesySpSWOmapnd1IPZ7AGOO2D1yRS4xt6+G0Y5atqpUBLxI7J2WUo94xf9p+RJMAQkU5kbJlW7FyUyIUoxzGxUo7kRATOiA9aGkakgCkm2YJxriiFR93I6FfqHCmFv9spCSQchR4ejIgqi/nvYn4n9dKVPfcTVkYJwpCOv2om3CsIjypBPtMAFV8pAmhgumwmPaJIFTp4mYu+UMWyzz14zS2Lsmer2SROMfVi6p9e1KuXeVtFVAJHaIjZKMzVEM3qI4cRNETekGv6M14Nt6ND+NzOrpk5DsHaAbG9y81b6Sb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g06axIsMFu6izEkIx9hmTf0sWJo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KomIj4VQdOOygrGFNpbJ5LYdOnkwMymW0IU/o1v9D1fixoU/4Rc4TbOwrQcGDufce+dwvJgzqSzry1haXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2zb39exklgoJDIx6JpkckcBaCo5ji0IwFkMDj0PAG1xO/MQQhWRTeqVEMbkB6IesySpSWOmapnd1IPZ7AGOO2D1yRS4xt6+G0Y5atqpUBLxI7J2WUo94xf9p+RJMAQkU5kbJlW7FyUyIUoxzGxUo7kRATOiA9aGkakgCkm2YJxriiFR93I6FfqHCmFv9spCSQchR4ejIgqi/nvYn4n9dKVPfcTVkYJwpCOv2om3CsIjypBPtMAFV8pAmhgumwmPaJIFTp4mYu+UMWyzz14zS2Lsmer2SROMfVi6p9e1KuXeVtFVAJHaIjZKMzVEM3qI4cRNETekGv6M14Nt6ND+NzOrpk5DsHaAbG9y81b6Sb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g06axIsMFu6izEkIx9hmTf0sWJo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KomIj4VQdOOygrGFNpbJ5LYdOnkwMymW0IU/o1v9D1fixoU/4Rc4TbOwrQcGDufce+dwvJgzqSzry1haXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2zb39exklgoJDIx6JpkckcBaCo5ji0IwFkMDj0PAG1xO/MQQhWRTeqVEMbkB6IesySpSWOmapnd1IPZ7AGOO2D1yRS4xt6+G0Y5atqpUBLxI7J2WUo94xf9p+RJMAQkU5kbJlW7FyUyIUoxzGxUo7kRATOiA9aGkakgCkm2YJxriiFR93I6FfqHCmFv9spCSQchR4ejIgqi/nvYn4n9dKVPfcTVkYJwpCOv2om3CsIjypBPtMAFV8pAmhgumwmPaJIFTp4mYu+UMWyzz14zS2Lsmer2SROMfVi6p9e1KuXeVtFVAJHaIjZKMzVEM3qI4cRNETekGv6M14Nt6ND+NzOrpk5DsHaAbG9y81b6Sb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g06axIsMFu6izEkIx9hmTf0sWJo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KomIj4VQdOOygrGFNpbJ5LYdOnkwMymW0IU/o1v9D1fixoU/4Rc4TbOwrQcGDufce+dwvJgzqSzry1haXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2zb39exklgoJDIx6JpkckcBaCo5ji0IwFkMDj0PAG1xO/MQQhWRTeqVEMbkB6IesySpSWOmapnd1IPZ7AGOO2D1yRS4xt6+G0Y5atqpUBLxI7J2WUo94xf9p+RJMAQkU5kbJlW7FyUyIUoxzGxUo7kRATOiA9aGkakgCkm2YJxriiFR93I6FfqHCmFv9spCSQchR4ejIgqi/nvYn4n9dKVPfcTVkYJwpCOv2om3CsIjypBPtMAFV8pAmhgumwmPaJIFTp4mYu+UMWyzz14zS2Lsmer2SROMfVi6p9e1KuXeVtFVAJHaIjZKMzVEM3qI4cRNETekGv6M14Nt6ND+NzOrpk5DsHaAbG9y81b6Sb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g06axIsMFu6izEkIx9hmTf0sWJo=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYCm4KomIj4VQdOOygrGFNpbJ5LYdOnkwMymW0IU/o1v9D1fixoU/4Rc4TbOwrQcGDufce+dwvJgzqSzry1haXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2zb39exklgoJDIx6JpkckcBaCo5ji0IwFkMDj0PAG1xO/MQQhWRTeqVEMbkB6IesySpSWOmapnd1IPZ7AGOO2D1yRS4xt6+G0Y5atqpUBLxI7J2WUo94xf9p+RJMAQkU5kbJlW7FyUyIUoxzGxUo7kRATOiA9aGkakgCkm2YJxriiFR93I6FfqHCmFv9spCSQchR4ejIgqi/nvYn4n9dKVPfcTVkYJwpCOv2om3CsIjypBPtMAFV8pAmhgumwmPaJIFTp4mYu+UMWyzz14zS2Lsmer2SROMfVi6p9e1KuXeVtFVAJHaIjZKMzVEM3qI4cRNETekGv6M14Nt6ND+NzOrpk5DsHaAbG9y81b6Sb</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ohb4gRAEsTc2Wb6NgKJTwunMcqw=">AAACJnicbVDNSgMxGMz6W+vfqkdBgqXgqeyKoN6Kgnis4NpCdynZbNqGJtklyRbL0psvo1d9D08i3nwGn8B0uwfbOhAY5vu+yTBhwqjSjvNlLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23v6DilOJiYdjFstWiBRhVBBPU81IK5EE8ZCRZji4nsybQyIVjcW9HiUk4KgnaJdipI3UsY/83CO7SXFfUTSGmS859ITSyFiMO3bFqTk54CJxC1IBBRod+8ePYpxyIjRmSKm26yQ6yJDUFBu/ctVPFUkQHqAeaRsqECcqyPIQY1g1SgS7sTRPaJir5T8XGeJKjXhoNjnSfTU/m4j/zdqp7l4EGRVJqonA04+6KYM6hpNWYEQlwZqNDEFYUhMW4j6SCGvT3YxTNKSJKlI/TmObktz5ShaJd1q7rLl3Z5X6VdFWCRyCY3ACXHAO6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX1OV5es4uYAzMD6/gU5u6dt</latexit>

f
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<latexit sha1_base64="ICP/kML5JFnYucwJoQOq/0U7440=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ICP/kML5JFnYucwJoQOq/0U7440=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ICP/kML5JFnYucwJoQOq/0U7440=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ICP/kML5JFnYucwJoQOq/0U7440=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ICP/kML5JFnYucwJoQOq/0U7440=">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</latexit>
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eV

<latexit sha1_base64="grGiCe7sgh5X07SrL7wweq+FZU0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="grGiCe7sgh5X07SrL7wweq+FZU0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="grGiCe7sgh5X07SrL7wweq+FZU0=">AAACLXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g6XgQkoignUhFAV1WcG0hSaWyXTSDp08mJkUS8gX+DO61f8QBHHr3i9wmmZhWw8MHM65987huBGjQhrGh1ZYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z39N29pghjjomFQxbytosEYTQglqSSkXbECfJdRlru8Grit0aECxoG93IcEcdH/YB6FCOppK5esbMbyXWMB4KiFHrwAprGQw3axzCxuQ9vSDPt6mWjamSAi8TMSRnkaHT1H7sX4tgngcQMCdExjUg6CeKSYkbSUsWOBYkQHqI+6SgaIJ8IJ8mypLCilB70Qq5eIGGmlv5sJMgXYuy7atJHciDmvYn4n9eJpVdzEhpEsSQBnn7kxQzKEE7KgT3KCZZsrAjCnKqwEA8QR1iqCmcu9UY0Ennqx2lsVZI5X8kisU6q51Xz7rRcv8zbKoIDcAiOgAnOQB3cggawAAZP4AW8gjftWXvXPrWv6WhBy3f2wQy0718j/agZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="grGiCe7sgh5X07SrL7wweq+FZU0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="grGiCe7sgh5X07SrL7wweq+FZU0=">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</latexit> f
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FIG. 1: The relevant parameter space for transient DM boson stars encountering the Earth. In both panels, the

dashed blue lines are contours of constant overdensity �, and the purple shaded regions indicate instability through

self-interactions. Left: parameter space in scalar mass m� and decay constant f allowing for gravitationally stable

objects, assuming � = 1/year; black lines denote the relaxion DM model of [9] for di↵erent choices of Tra, the

cosmological temperature at which the relaxion backreaction potential reappears. Right: M? and R? are treated as

independent parameters; the black dotted lines denote stable configurations formed from scalars of mass m�, and

the red shaded region represents � > 1/year and � > 1. The black star represents the benchmark point used by the

GNOME collaboration [34].

or that the rate is large enough but its density becomes even smaller than that of the background DM. Note that

possible transient signals induced by axion stars have already been investigated in [34], where it is concluded that

the Global Network of Optical Magnetometers for Exotic physics searches (GNOME) can probe ALP parameter

space for mALP < 10�13 eV, and that the projected sensitivity surpasses astrophysical constraints, which may seem to

contradict Fig. 1. In [34], the approach taken is more phenomenological, assuming M? and R? to be fully independent,

which allows some region of parameter space to be probed by simultaneously satisfying � = O(1)/year and � � 1.

This also indicates that the axion stars considered in [34] are not truly ground-state configurations. We show the

benchmark point used in [34] (R? = 10R� and M? = 4 ⇥ 107 kg) as the black star in the figure.

IV. RELAXION HALO

The formation of relaxion stars is a complicated dynamical process. Typical investigations involve complex simu-

lations of scalar-field dynamics, and commonly neglect any e↵ect from baryons [36–38]. Given the complexity of the

problem and the uncertainties involved, it may be possible for such objects to exist as a halo around other massive

bodies; perhaps this occurs through some capture process of an already-formed relaxion condensate, or inversely,

the relaxion star may seed the formation of massive astrophysical bodies. The compact object in this case could be

sustained by the gravitational field of an external massive body instead of its own self-gravity. We will refer to an

object of this kind as a relaxion halo.

Here, we assume such a halo can exist and investigate the consequences in terrestrial experiments. We focus on the

relaxion halo hosted by the Sun and by the Earth. In this case, Mext is either the mass of the Sun or the Earth, and
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FIG. 1. Constraints on a Z0 gauge boson from U(1)B�L.
KLV bound from existing IS data: Ca+ with uncertainty
� ' 0.1MHz (397 nm vs. 866 nm [32], solid red line). KLV
projections for � = 1Hz assuming linearity in Ca+ (S ! D
transitions, red, dashed), Sr+ (blue, dotted), Sr/Sr+ (blue,
dashed), and Yb+ (black, dash-dotted) [26]. For compar-
ison, bounds from fifth-force searches via the Casimir ef-
fect [41, 42] (blue), neutron scattering [43–45] (orange), Ry-
dberg states [46–48] (dark blue), energy level shifts in H
and He [11] (turquoise), ⌫ � e scattering at GEMMA and
Borexino [49] (purple), and beam dump experiments [2, 3, 50]
(green). Astrophysical and cosmological probes (beige): su-
pernova 1987A with O(1) uncertainties [51–53] (SN, the area
below the dotted line), horizontal branch stars [51, 54–57]
(HB, the area left of the dashed line) and BBN viaNe↵ [58, 59]
(the area above the solid line).

1. Laboratory bounds

The existence of a fifth force is severely constrained for
a mass MZ0 . 100 eV by experiments testing the Casimir
e↵ect [41, 42].

In contrast to KLV, other atomic precision measure-
ments such as energy level shifts in Rydberg states [46–
48] and in s- and p-states of atomic H and hydrogen-like
He+ [11] provide bounds on ypye where yp is the proton
coupling. In the massless limit, MZ0 ⌧ (1 + ne)/a0, the
NP potential probed by these observables simplifies to a
Coulomb potential. In this case the NP interaction is ab-
sorbed by a redefinition of the fine-structure constant ↵,
resulting in a weakening of the bounds. Due to its sensi-
tivity to yeyn, KLV is not a↵ected by this redefinition so
that its bound remains constant in the massless limit and
is the strongest among the atomic spectroscopy bounds
for mediator masses below 0.3 eV. The intersection of

FIG. 2. Existing bounds on the neutron coupling gn of a
new boson � from the neutron-electron scattering length
in Pb, Bi and noble gases denoted as neutron optics [43]
(orange, dashed); n-208Pb scattering at neutron energies of
En ⇠ 1 keV-26 keV [61] (green, dotted), 10 eV-10 keV [43]
(blue, solid) and up to 20 keV including interference of reso-
nant and non-resonant amplitudes [45] (purple, dotted); and
the comparison of the total to the forward scattering cross
section of neutrons on nuclei [44] (red, dash-dotted). For dis-
cussion see Sect. IVA1.

the Ca+ and Rydberg bound was determined following
Ref. [48] and lies below the mass range shown in Fig. 1.
Yet, one needs to keep in mind that for MZ0  0.3 eV
also other constraints apply, such as from the Casimir
e↵ect mentioned above or from tests for a deviation from
the Coulomb force, see e.g. Ref. [60].
Neutron scattering is a powerful probe of the interac-

tion between new bosons and neutrons over a wide mass
range. Among the neutron scattering experiments, neu-
tron optics [43] provides the strongest constraint on gn,
in this model equivalent to gB�L, in the mass range of
MZ0 . 500 eV. For 500 eV . MZ0 . 5 keV, the com-
parison of the total to the forward scattering cross sec-
tion [44] is most sensitive. Above MZ0 ⇠ 5 keV, the
neutron-lead (n-Pb) scattering [45] sets the strongest
bound. This method is based on the proposal by Ref. [61]
whose bounds are superseded by the ones reported in
Refs. [43, 45]. The collection of the various bounds is
shown in Fig. 2, the limit presented in Fig. 1 shows the
best bound for each mass. When comparing to KLV,
the considerable uncertainties on the neutron scattering
bounds need to be kept in mind [44, 62–64]. In par-
ticular, the uncertainties related to the electron-neutron
scattering length, various nuclear inputs, and the missing
higher-order terms in the neutron-scattering cross sec-
tion, are not easy to determine precisely. Similarly, the
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♦ Level of linearity can be quantified by comparing area
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vector space of the various components related to isotope shifts that leads to the nonlinearites. The NP contribution

to IS, ↵NPXi
~h, may lift the IS vectors from the (�!mµ,
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i) plane, resulting in a nonlinear King plot. Fig. S2

illustrates a nonlinear King plot, where the area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).
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FIG. S1: Left: A cartoon of the prediction of factorization, Eq. (5) in vector language. All of the isotope shift measurements

(which are here three dimensional vectors �!m⌫1,2) lie in the plane that is spanned by �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i. This coplanarity can be

tested by measuring whether �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ are coplanar. Right: In the presence of new physics the isotope shift get a

contribution which can point out of the plane. A new long range force can spoil the coplanarity of �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ.
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In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!

m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!
mµ

and
����!
m�hr

2
i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr

2
i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!

m⌫1 and �!
m⌫2, we can test this statement by

asking whether the three vectors �!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2, and �!

mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!

m⌫2 = K21
�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1. Like King lin-

earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of
�!
m⌫1 and �!

m⌫2 within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!

m⌫1,2 and �!
mµ. A given data

set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �NL =

p
⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + ↵NPXi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵NP is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr

2
iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples

to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!
m⌫2 =K21

�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1+↵NP

~hX1 (X21�F21) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X21 ⌘ X2/X1. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X21 6= F21;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!
mµ,

�!
m⌫1 or �!

m⌫2.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵NP that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{
�!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2,

�!
mµ},

↵NP =
(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1
�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1)

, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵NP . �↵NP =p

⌃k(@↵NP/@Ok)2�2
k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe

↵NP is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NLNP =
↵NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1

�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵NP, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA

0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3

�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P

transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.

NL/|�!m⌫2||�!m⌫1| ⌧ 1 .

Or volume of prallelepiped:

�!m⌫1

�!m⌫2

�!mµ



King linearity implications

♦ Linearity implies that                    must be linearly 
dependent:

�!m⌫2 & �!m⌫1

�!m⌫2 = K2
�!mµ + F2 ~v +O

�
10�4

�

�!m⌫1 = K1
�!mµ + F1 ~v +O

�
10�4

�

�hr
2
iAA0 ⌘ hr

2
Ai � hr

2
A0i, where rA is the nuclear charge

radius of isotope A. In contrast to µAA0 , �hr
2
iAA0 is

subject to large experimental uncertainties. The compo-
sition of the IS in terms of products of purely electronic
and purely nuclear quantities is referred to as factoriza-
tion [27]. As a result, these two leading contributions
amount to the total IS as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the first term represents the MS and the second
one the FS [27, 28]. The dots denote possible higher order
corrections and NP contributions which we will discuss
below. It is useful to normalize the frequency shifts by
the reduced mass µAA0 to obtain the so-called modified
isotope shifts, m⌫

AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
AA0

i /µAA0 , which we will use
in the following. As a consequence, the mass shift is
reduced to the electronic factor Ki whereas the FS factor
Fi is multiplied by the modified charge radius variance,
m�hr

2
iAA0 ⌘ �hr

2
iAA0/µAA0 .

When considering several pairs of isotopes, the modi-
fied Eq. (2) can be written in vectorial form as

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ+ Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i , (3)

where each line corresponds to one set of isotopes. For
the example of four isotopes combined to three isotope
pairs {A,Aa}, where a = 1, 2, 3 and A is the reference
isotope, the IS vector of transition i is given by �!

m⌫i =

(m⌫
AA1
i ,m⌫

AA2
i ,m⌫

AA3
i ), and

����!
m�hr

2
i accordingly. The

mass shift vector is denoted by �!
mµ = (1, 1, 1).

With measurements of two transitions i = 1, 2 the un-
known charge radius distribution can be replaced by mea-

sured quantities. Solving Eq. (3) with i = 1 for
����!
m�hr

2
i

and replacing it in the equation with i = 2 leads to

�!
m⌫2 = K21

�!
mµ+ F21

�!
m⌫1 , (4)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1 and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1. Hence, this
replacement gives rise to a linear dependence between the
two sets of modified frequency shifts �!

m⌫1,2, referred to
as King linearity [27].

In order to quantify the observed linearity, we define a
measure of nonlinearity [26],

NL = (�!m⌫1 ⇥
�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ , (5)

which corresponds to the volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by the vectors �!

m⌫1,
�!
m⌫2 and �!

mµ (for illustra-
tion see Ref. [26]). King linearity is considered to hold if
the measure NL is smaller than its uncertainty �NL1.

1 At the present level of experimental accuracy, the uncertainties
on the isotope masses are smaller by several orders of magnitude
than those of the frequency shifts (e.g. O(10�5) smaller for Yb
masses [29] with the present IS accuracy of 0.1�1MHz [30, 31]).
Therefore we will neglect them in our numerical evaluation. Once
the uncertainties of IS measurements will be significantly re-
duced, the mass uncertainties will have to be taken into account.

In several atoms and ions, King linearity has indeed
been established within the experimental uncertainty of
� = 0.1MHz on the IS, see e.g. Refs. [30–34].
In Ref. [26] it was shown that new physics contribu-

tions from light bosons interacting with electrons and
neutrons can lead to a deviation from the linear relation
in Eq. (4). Thereby, the observation of linearity allows
to set bounds on the mass and coupling of a possible new
force mediator.
To be specific, a new physics contribution is added as

a third term to Eq. (2)

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ+ Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i+ yeynXi

~h , (6)

where ye, yn are the couplings of a new boson to electrons
and neutrons, respectively. Furthermore, we have intro-
duced the electronic NP factor Xi and the reduced iso-
tope dependence ~h. Both of them are model-dependent;
a specific expression is given below. Proceeding as in
the SM case, one can express �!m⌫2 as a function of �!m⌫1,
yielding

�!
m⌫2 = K21

�!
mµ+ F21

�!
m⌫1 + yeyn

~h (X2 �X1F21) . (7)

Thus, NP can break King linearity. For unit coupling,
the NP contribution to NL is given by the projection of
~h onto the normal vector of the King plane,

NLNP = [�!mµ⇥ (X2
�!
m⌫1 �X1

�!
m⌫2)] · ~h . (8)

NLNP vanishes if

(i) NP mediates a short-range interaction, shorter than
the nuclear size. In this case the electronic param-
eter Xi becomes proportional to the electronic pa-
rameter of the FS, namely Xi / Fi so that the
bracket in Eq. (7) vanishes or

(ii) the isotope-dependent NP contribution ~h is propor-
tional either to �!

mµ or to the reduced charge radius
����!
m�hr

2
i, such that the NP contribution can be ab-

sorbed in a redefinition of K21 or F21, respectively.

Finally, solving the set of equations in Eq. (7) deter-
mines the central value of yeyn needed to yield a partic-
ular data set {�!m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2,

�!
mµ},

yeyn =
NL

NLNP
. (9)

The interval of yeyn can be obtained via error propaga-
tion of the uncertainties on the involved quantities. In
case of linearity, yeyn is compatible with zero and the
method reaches its maximal sensitivity, whereas if non-
linearity is found a bound can be set with the experi-
mental resolution at which nonlinearity emerges. In the
following we will adopt the same approach as in Ref. [26]
based on the best-case projection where linearity holds
up to the experimentally achievable precision.
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the nuclear size. In this case the electronic param-
eter Xi becomes proportional to the electronic pa-
rameter of the FS, namely Xi / Fi so that the
bracket in Eq. (7) vanishes or

(ii) the isotope-dependent NP contribution ~h is propor-
tional either to �!

mµ or to the reduced charge radius
����!
m�hr

2
i, such that the NP contribution can be ab-

sorbed in a redefinition of K21 or F21, respectively.

Finally, solving the set of equations in Eq. (7) deter-
mines the central value of yeyn needed to yield a partic-
ular data set {�!m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2,

�!
mµ},

yeyn =
NL

NLNP
. (9)

The interval of yeyn can be obtained via error propaga-
tion of the uncertainties on the involved quantities. In
case of linearity, yeyn is compatible with zero and the
method reaches its maximal sensitivity, whereas if non-
linearity is found a bound can be set with the experi-
mental resolution at which nonlinearity emerges. In the
following we will adopt the same approach as in Ref. [26]
based on the best-case projection where linearity holds
up to the experimentally achievable precision.

2

⇠

Fi & ~v are unknown but F21 & K21 can be measured precisely.
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♦ New physics part known, precisely calculated:

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ + Fi ~v + yeynXi

~h ,

New forces acts on electron & quarks leads to change of energy levels. 

+ L� = �(yeēe+ ynn̄n)

3

In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!

m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!
mµ

and
����!
m�hr

2
i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr

2
i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!

m⌫1 and �!
m⌫2, we can test this statement by

asking whether the three vectors �!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2, and �!

mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!

m⌫2 = K21
�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1. Like King lin-

earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of
�!
m⌫1 and �!

m⌫2 within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!

m⌫1,2 and �!
mµ. A given data

set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �NL =

p
⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + ↵NPXi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵NP is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr

2
iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples

to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!
m⌫2 =K21

�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1+↵NP

~hX1 (X21�F21) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X21 ⌘ X2/X1. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X21 6= F21;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!
mµ,

�!
m⌫1 or �!

m⌫2.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵NP that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{
�!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2,

�!
mµ},

↵NP =
(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1
�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1)

, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵NP . �↵NP =p

⌃k(@↵NP/@Ok)2�2
k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe

↵NP is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NLNP =
↵NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1

�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵NP, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA

0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3

�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P

transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.
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I. VISUALIZING THE VECTOR SPACE

In the main text we define the following vectors in the A
0 vector space

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
, (S1)

����!
m�hr

2
i ⌘

�
hr

2
iAA0

1
/µAA0

1
, hr

2
iAA0

2
/µAA0

2
, hr

2
iAA0

3
/µAA0

3

�
, (S2)

�!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1) . (S3)

As long as �!
m⌫1,2 are spanned by �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i, the resulting King plot will be linear. In Fig. S1, we illustrate the

vector space of the various components related to isotope shifts that leads to the nonlinearites. The NP contribution

to IS, ↵NPXi
~h, may lift the IS vectors from the (�!mµ,

����!
m�hr

2
i) plane, resulting in a nonlinear King plot. Fig. S2

illustrates a nonlinear King plot, where the area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).
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FIG. S1: Left: A cartoon of the prediction of factorization, Eq. (5) in vector language. All of the isotope shift measurements

(which are here three dimensional vectors �!m⌫1,2) lie in the plane that is spanned by �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i. This coplanarity can be

tested by measuring whether �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ are coplanar. Right: In the presence of new physics the isotope shift get a

contribution which can point out of the plane. A new long range force can spoil the coplanarity of �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ.
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If mediator’s mass, mX , is smaller than inverse of outer electrons than the 
potential is Coulombic.    

If mediator’s mass is smaller than inverse distance of most inner electron from 
the nucleus then the full Yukawa potential is required.  

Otherwise the potential is described via a delta function.
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
i � ⌫

A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m

�1
A � m

�1
A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
0.

The quantity �hr
2
iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence

in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr

2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
iAA0 giving a relation between the

isotope shifts ⌫
AA0

1 and ⌫
AA0

2 . In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫

AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫
AA0

2 =K21+F21m⌫
AA0

1 , (3)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr
2
iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i

in the same space (notice that �!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence

Eq. (2) becomes

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i. (5)

1
Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-

fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .
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FIG. 3. 95% CL bounds on ye and yn for a protophobic vector
boson of mass mX = 17MeV. The gray region represents the
required and allowed couplings to explain the 8Be anomaly.
The dashed lines show the projected upper bounds on the
couplings from KLV measurements in Sr/Sr+ and Yb+.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we extended the proposal of Ref. [26] to
constrain New Physics (NP) by means of isotope shift
spectroscopy to enable the inclusion of larger data sets
with an arbitrary number of atomic transitions and iso-
tope pairs. As an application of the King linearity viola-
tion (KLV) observable to bound NP couplings, we eval-
uated the constraints resulting from existing data sets of
two di↵erent atomic systems (Ca+ and Yb).

We compare the existing KLV bounds and near-future
projections to present constraints in various models that
can potentially be probed by isotope shifts.

• B�L: The MZ0 -gB�L space is already largely con-
strained by astrophysical and cosmological bounds.
Complementary laboratory probes, however, are
not yet able to confirm those bounds in certain ar-
eas of the parameter space. Here KLV has the po-
tential to become the strongest laboratory bound
for 300 eV . MZ0 . 1MeV.

• Higgs portal: While KLV bounds on standard
Higgs portals are weaker than existing laboratory
bounds, KLV can supersede them in the case of an
enhanced electron or suppressed neutron coupling.
For an enhancement (suppression) by a factor of 10,
KLV could even set the strongest of all bounds in
the range 350 keV . m� . 1MeV. Such a scenario
can be realized e.g. in the leptonic Higgs portal.

• Chameleon: KLV will be able to set the strongest
lower bound M > 500TeV on the interaction scale
of the chameleon with matter.

• Be anomaly: With the anticipated precision, KLV
will fully explore the coupling range of a protopho-
bic vector boson with mass mX = 17MeV needed
to reproduce the observed anomaly in 8Be decays.
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Ex.: Yb+ with Z=70, n=6 and A=168(4)-174(6).
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Yb+ ion-clock

Ytterbium: properties of free atoms
Ytterbium atoms have 70 electrons

and the shell structure (../periodicity/electron_shell_structure/) is  2.8.18.32.8.2.

The ground state electron configuration of ground state gaseous neutral
ytterbium is (../periodicity/electronic_configuration/)  [Xe].4f .6s  and the term
symbol (../periodicity/term_symbol/) is  S .

Atomic spectrum
 
A representation of the atomic spectrum of ytterbium.

Electronic configuration of neutral atomic ytterbium

The electronic configuration of ytterbium.
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The Kossel shell structure of ytterbium.

Ionisation Energies and electron affinity
The electron affinity (../periodicity/electron_affinity/) of ytterbium is 50 kJ mol . The
ionisation energies (../periodicity/ionisation_energy/) of ytterbium are given below.

Ionisation energies of ytterbium

Ionisation energy number Enthalpy / kJ mol

1st (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_1/) 603.4
2nd (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_2/) 1174.8
3rd (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_3/) 2417
4th (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_4/) 4203
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Precision mass measurements: 10-10



Partial solution, comparing different isotope shift, 
searching of nonlinearity in “King plot”

( µAA0 ⌘ 1/mA�1/mA0 = (A0�A)/(AA0) amu�1, where amu ⇡ 0.931GeV)

�⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫Ai � ⌫A
0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr2iAA0 ,

only depend on e-transition

only depend on nucleus

m�⌫2AA0 = F21m�⌫1AA0 +K21 ,

We can solve for �hr2iAA0 to get a linear relation:

King’s factorisation formula (King, 1963):

(with K21 ⌘ (K2 � F21K1) and F21 ⌘ F2/F1 and m�⌫iAA0 ⌘ �⌫iAA0/µAA0 .)
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Ex.: Yb+ with Z=70, n=6 and A=168(4)-174(6).
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Yb+ ion-clock

Ytterbium: properties of free atoms
Ytterbium atoms have 70 electrons

and the shell structure (../periodicity/electron_shell_structure/) is  2.8.18.32.8.2.

The ground state electron configuration of ground state gaseous neutral
ytterbium is (../periodicity/electronic_configuration/)  [Xe].4f .6s  and the term
symbol (../periodicity/term_symbol/) is  S .

Atomic spectrum
 
A representation of the atomic spectrum of ytterbium.

Electronic configuration of neutral atomic ytterbium

The electronic configuration of ytterbium.
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Ex.: Sr(+) with Z=38, n=5 and A=84-88 (90).
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 • Electron Configuration:1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6d10 4s2p6 5s2(1)  

 • Electrons per Energy Level: 2,8,18,8,2(1) 
 

http://environmentalchemistry.com/yogi/chemistry/dictionary/E02.html#Energy_Level


Ex.: Ca(+) with Z=20, n=4 and A=40-48.
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 • Electron Configuration:1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6 4s1 

 • Electrons per Energy Level: 2,8,8,2(1) 
 • 

http://environmentalchemistry.com/yogi/chemistry/dictionary/E02.html#Energy_Level


Ex.: Dy with Z=66, n=6 and A=158-164.

�59

  
  Number of Energy Levels: 6   
 First Energy Level: 2  
 Second Energy Level: 8  
 Third Energy Level: 18  
 Fourth Energy Level: 28  
 Fifth Energy Level: 8  
 Sixth Energy Level: 2



The observables

♦ We have 3 isotope shifts              for 2 transitions (i=1,2):

2

FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
i � ⌫

A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m

�1
A � m

�1
A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
0.

The quantity �hr
2
iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence

in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr

2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
iAA0 giving a relation between the

isotope shifts ⌫
AA0

1 and ⌫
AA0

2 . In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫

AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫
AA0

2 =K21+F21m⌫
AA0

1 , (3)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr
2
iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i

in the same space (notice that �!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence

Eq. (2) becomes

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i. (5)

1
Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-

fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

�
AA0

1,2,3

�

2

FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
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A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
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i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
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A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
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2
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in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
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2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
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1 , (3)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,
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A
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i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as
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2
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where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
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A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
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The quantity �hr
2
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in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
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iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
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known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr
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iAA0 giving a relation between the
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with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A

0 is the IS,

⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
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A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m
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A0 , where

mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A
0.

The quantity �hr
2
iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence

in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr

2
iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-

pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr

2
iAA0 is

known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr

2
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with F21 ⌘ F2/F1, and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫1 and

m⌫2, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫2 vs m⌫1 [16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr
2
iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i

in the same space (notice that �!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence

Eq. (2) becomes

�!
m⌫i = Ki

�!
mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr

2
i. (5)

1
Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-

fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

Target accuracy: �m⌫AA0

i /m⌫AA0

i . 10�6 .
(currently: 10�4, projected < 10�9)



The observable: King comparison (1964)

♦ What would be the generic form of                       ?�!m⌫2 vs. �!m⌫1

♦ 3 ISs -                                          : m⌫2 = am⌫21 + bm⌫1 + c

What about existing data ?



Limitation of method

♦ As long as linearity holds bounds are limited by exp’ accuracy: 

↵NP . �↵NP =
q

⌃k(@↵NP/@Ok)2�2
k ,

(OK various exp’ observables.)

3

In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!

m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!
mµ

and
����!
m�hr

2
i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr

2
i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!

m⌫1 and �!
m⌫2, we can test this statement by

asking whether the three vectors �!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2, and �!

mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!

m⌫2 = K21
�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1. Like King lin-

earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of
�!
m⌫1 and �!

m⌫2 within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!

m⌫1,2 and �!
mµ. A given data

set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �NL =

p
⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫
AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr
2
iAA0 + ↵NPXi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵NP is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr

2
iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples

to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!
m⌫2 =K21

�!
mµ+F21

�!
m⌫1+↵NP

~hX1 (X21�F21) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X21 ⌘ X2/X1. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X21 6= F21;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!
mµ,

�!
m⌫1 or �!

m⌫2.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵NP that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{
�!
m⌫1,

�!
m⌫2,

�!
mµ},

↵NP =
(�!m⌫1 ⇥

�!
m⌫2) ·

�!
mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1
�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1)

, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵NP . �↵NP =p

⌃k(@↵NP/@Ok)2�2
k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe

↵NP is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NLNP =
↵NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X1

�!
m⌫2 � X2

�!
m⌫1) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵NP, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA

0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3

�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P

transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.

Berengut, Budker, Delaunay, Flambaum, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Grojean, Harnik, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (17)

♦ Once non-linearity observed bound will be set by observation.

♦ Short range NP:                    is redefined to absorb NP;       Xi / Fi ) ~v

♦ Only useful to bound new physics (barring cancellation).

requires extra carefulness when approaching this limit.


